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Editorial
This issue of IJCLA presents papers on three topics: semantics and topic
classification; sentiment analysis and truthfulness detection; and syntax,
parsing, and tagging.
The first section consists of three papers devoted to semantics and
topic classification. Extracting and using semantics, that is, the meaning
of the text, is the main task of natural language understanding, and is
gaining increasing importance in the majority of natural language
processing tasks. Modern natural language processing systems are
supposed to behave according to the meaning of the text irrespective
from how and in what words this meaning is expressed.
Topic classification is a particular task of semantic interpretation. It
consists in automatically recognizing the main topic of the given text—
such as deciding whether a newspaper article or a blog post is on sports,
politics, culture, science, etc.
D. Huynh et al. (Australia) propose a novel distributional measure of
semantic similarity between words, using the local context. In addition
to the use of words that appear in typical contexts of the two given words,
they detect latent topics, which gives a more accurate measure of
similarity when the contexts differ in words but are similar in topics.
Their method outperforms other methods based purely on vector
representation of texts, and is second best after a more sophisticated
method that uses multi-prototypes.
L. Wolf et al. (Israel) describe a vector-based representation of words,
known as word embedding, for two languages at the same time. This is
useful in various ways. One is data sparseness: when data for one
language is insufficient, information can be borrowed from another
language for which there are more texts available. Another is
disambiguation: data translated in a different language contains
important information on the contextual meaning of ambiguous words.
The authors describe the process of building a dataset analogous to the
famous word2vec dataset provided by Google, but for a language for
which much smaller amount of texts is available.
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D. Inkpen and A. H. Razavi (Canada) develop a novel method for
automatic detection of topics in texts. In this context, a topic is a group
of words that have some relation with each other, often clearly felt or
even interpretable for humans. Representing a document as a vector of
topics instead of a vector of words leads to very significant
dimensionality reduction and thus speedup of machine learning
algorithms. The algorithm developed by the authors offers different
levels of granularity of the topics, so that the users can balance speed of
processing with accuracy of the representation.
The second section presents two papers devoted to sentiment analysis
and truthfulness detection. Sentiment analysis is a relatively young but
very actively developed and very popular area of natural language
processing. A typical sentiment analysis tasks consists in detecting
whether the text expresses positive or negative opinion about something
or some emotion, again positive, such as joy or surprise, or negative,
such as sadness, disgust, anger, or fear. Analysis of this type has very
important practical and commercial applications: in order to make
buying choices, consumers need to know what other people think or feel
about a specific product or service; companies need to know what the
users feel about their products or services; political parties need to know
what voters think and feel about a candidate or political program.
Truthfulness detection is the task of automatically deciding whether a
given text, such as a speech of a politician, is a lie or truth. The
importance of such a task cannot be overemphasized and does not need
to be explained here. Technically, the task is difficult because of limited
availability of examples of real-world false texts, that is, real lies and not
literary fiction texts. The methods that can be used in such a task are akin
to those used to detect emotions; actually, what such a program can
detect is an “emotion of lying”, similar to what a physical lie detector
measures.
C. Vania et al. (Indonesia) suggest a method for developing sentiment
lexicons for languages for which not many texts are available, as well as
the use of such lexicon for classification of texts in that language into
positive or negative polarity. The method for compilation of the
sentiment lexicon is based on the use of seed words translated from an
existing polarity lexicon, in this case for English.
V. V. Datla et al. (USA and The Netherlands) present a technique to
predict whether a short political statement is true or false. Since
automatically checking the facts expressed in the statement is unfeasible,
they guess the truthfulness of the text by the way it is expressed, using
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only linguistic features. They achieve up to 59% accuracy, which is quite
encouraging.
The last section consists of four paper devoted to syntax, parsing, and
tagging. Syntactic structure of a sentence describes how the words in the
sentence are grouped together, or—in a different view on syntactic
phenomena—which words of the sentence add details to the meaning of
other words. For example, in the sentence “John loves Mary”, the words
“loves Mary” are grouped together to describe a state of John, and the
whole situation is described by grouping together “John” with the
expression “loves Mary”, which describes his state. Or, in another view
on syntax, both words “John” and “Mary” add details to the word “love”,
thus describing a more specific type of the situation: specifically John’s
love and loving specifically Mary. This latter approach is called
dependency parsing.
Accordingly, automatic detection of such relationships in a sentence,
a process called parsing, helps understanding its meaning and plays
important role in various tasks of automatic language processing.
In particular, tagging is a process of disambiguating the possible
syntactic role of a word in context, that is, determining its part of speech
and related properties, when the word is used in sentence: for example,
the word “deep” may refer to an adjective in some contexts, to a noun in
other, and to a verb yet in other contexts. Tagging is a simpler task than
parsing and is much faster. With this, tagging is a step commonly used
in the processing chain of many practical natural language processing
applications. It is usually the first step of parsing, too, which greatly
improves the speed of parsing.
O. Lacroix et al. (France) consider the dependency parsing
formalism, which is very popular nowadays due to its adequacy for many
applications. Accurate dependency parsers are trained on manually
labelled text corpora. Manual labelling is a very expensive, tedious, and
error-prone process. The authors describe a technique for automatically
pre-labeling the corpus, so that the human annotators are offered the most
probably labels, or a set of choices ordered by their probability, much
like a word processor offers the user a choice of orthographic corrections
for a word. Choosing a correct label of a pre-computed set, or most often
just confirming the highest-ranked variant, is much faster than assigning
labels from scratch.
B. Galitsky et al. (USA and Russia) present a method to build
syntactic structures that extend to whole paragraphs instead of only one
sentence. The trees of individual sentences are connected by co-referent
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nodes into a larger graph. Such representation can be used for measuring
similarity between texts, which in turn is at the core of a wide range of
natural processing tasks such as information retrieval, text classification,
and many others. With this extended structure, the authors obtain up to
8% improvement in accuracy of information retrieval of short texts, such
as blog posts. The authors provide an open-source implementation of
their algorithm.
O. Krůza and V. Kuboň (Czech Republic) describe a lightweight
method for recognition of clauses and their relationship in complex
sentences, relying only on morphological information. Such recognition
may in the future improve the performance of syntactic parsers when
dealing with complex sentences. In addition, fast and simple clause
recognition is useful in those tasks that do not need complete, and thus
costly, syntactic analysis—for example, in information extraction or
information retrieval.
G. Orosz et al. (Hungary) give an extensive discussion of the lessons
learned from tagging medical texts. They concentrate the discussion on
Hungarian language, an under-resourced agglutinative language. The
authors show how to extend and adapt existing resources to this task.
They achieve about 50% reduction in the error rate. Their conclusions
and advice would probably be useful for implementing tagging methods
for medical domain in other under-resourced languages, especially
agglutinative languages.
This issue of IJCLA will be useful for researchers, students, software
engineers, and general public interested in natural language processing
and its applications.
ALEXANDER GELBUKH
EDITOR IN CHIEF
RESEARCH PROFESSOR,
CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIÓN EN COMPUTACIÓN,
INSTITUTO POLITÉCNICO NACIONAL, MEXICO
WEB: <WWW.GELBUKH.COM>
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Semantic Similarity Measure
Using Relational and Latent Topic Features
DAT H UYNH , DAT T RAN , WANLI M A , AND D HARMENDRA S HARMA
University of Canberra, Australia

A BSTRACT
Computing the semantic similarity between words is one of the
key challenges in many language-based applications. Previous
work tends to use the contextual information of words to disclose
the degree of their similarity. In this paper, we consider the relationships between words in local contexts as well as latent topic
information of words to propose a new distributed representation of words for semantic similarity measure. The method models meanings of a word as high dimensional Vector Space Models
(VSMs) which combine relational features in word local contexts
and its latent topic features in the global sense. Our experimental results on popular semantic similarity datasets show significant improvement of correlation scores with human judgements
in comparison with other methods using purely plain texts.

1

I NTRODUCTION

In many language-based applications, it is crucial to be able to measure
precisely the semantic similarity between words. VSMs have been used
to represent word meanings in a vector that captures semantic and syntactic information of the word. Generated latent topics from a large plain
text corpus have been used as vector features for semantic similarity measure [1, 2]. Syntactic/lexical patterns of word (word pairs) in local contexts have also been used as vector features for the similarity measure [3–
5].
In this work, we utilize a large plain text corpus as the knowledgedomain to propose a new set of features for semantic similarity task. The
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feature set is extracted by considering relational participants (features)
surrounding a focus word and its latent topic features over a large plain
text corpus. Therefore, a VSM representation of a word is modelled as
a high dimensional vector of the combination of relational features and
latent topic features. We have developed parameters of the combined features on the MTurk dataset [6] and tested on the popular semantic similarity datasets such as WS-353 [7] and RG-65 [8]. The experimental results
confirm the significant improvement of our proposed method on semantic
similarity measure in comparison to other corpus-based methods tested
on the same datasets.
The paper is organized as follows: We first present the construction
of distributed representation in Section 2. In Section 3, the task of word
similarity measure is described. In Section 4, our experimental setups
and results are discussed. Finally, the related work on semantic similarity
measure is presented in Section 5.
2

S EMANTIC D ISTRIBUTED R EPRESENTATION

Meanings of a word can be inferred from its surround contexts. Consider the following example describing the contexts of an unknown word
“tezgüino” (the modified example from [9, 5]).
–
–
–
–

A bottle of tezgüino is on the table.
Mexican likes tezgüino.
Strong tezgüino makes you drunk.
We make tezgüino out of corn.

The contexts in which the word “tezgüino” is appeared suggest that the
meanings of “tezgüino” may be a kind of alcoholic beverage that makes
from “corn”, gets people “drunk” and normally contains in “bottle”. In
other words, the meanings of a given word could be disclosed by considering its relational participants in local contexts such as “bottle”, “strong”,
“drunk”, and “corn”. This intuitive idea is also the motivation for building
the relation-based distributed representation.
2.1

Meaning Representation Using Relational Word Features

It has been confirmed that meanings of a word is determined by its surrounding contexts [3]. The surrounding contexts include relational associations between the word and others in contexts. While some relational associations hold the meanings over long distance, such as in the
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pairs (“tezgüino”, “drunk”) and (“tezgüino”, “corn”), others maintain the
meanings when the word interacts with its adjacent neighbours, such as in
the pairs (“tezgüino”, “strong”) and (“tezgüino”, “bottle”). Given a word
wi , its semantic representation v(wi ) is described as a sparse vector as
follows:
v(wi ) = hwi1 , wi2 , . . . , win i

(1)

where wik is the information value that reflects the degree of semantic association between the word wi and its relational participant wk .
The parameter n is the size of word dictionary in the given text corpus.
Futhermore, different corpus-based approaches come up with different
information value measures. We used the point-wise mutual information
(PMI) [10] to measure the degree of information value (association) between two different words in a relation. The information value wik of the
pair of words (wi , wk ) is measured as follows:
p(wi , wk )
p(wi )p(wk )
d(wi , wk )
X
d(wi , wk )

wik = log
p(wi , wk ) =

(2)
(3)

i,k=1...n

X
p(wi ) =

d(wi , wk )

k=1...n

X

(4)
d(wi , wk )

i,k=1...n

where d(wi , wk ) is the number of times that wi and wk co-occur in a
relational association.
2.2

Representation Using Latent Topic Features

Word meanings have been successfully described using explicit topics
such as Wikipedia concepts [11]. However, the method relies on the network structure of Wikipedia links, which hardily adapts to different domains as well as languages. In this work, we used the latent topics instead, which could be inferred using typical a generative topic model
operated on a large plain text corpus. Several variants of topic model
have been proposed such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and [1],
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2]. They are all based on the same
fundamental idea that documents are mixtures of topics where a topic is
a probability distribution over words, and the content of a topic is expressed by the probabilities of the words within that topic. On the task of
semantic similarity measure, LDA has been confirmed for the better results than LSA [12]. In this work, we used LDA as the background topic
model in building features for word representation. LDA performs the latent semantic analysis to find the latent structure of “topics” or “concepts”
in a plain text corpus.
Given a focus word wi and a latent topic tj , the topic model produces
the probability mji that wi belongs to the particular topic tj . As the result,
the topic representation of the word wi is considered as a vector of latent
topics, where each value of the vector is represented for the probability
that wi belongs to a particular topic tj (j = 1 . . . k).
The topic representation of the word wi is described as follows:
u(wi ) = hm1i , m2i , . . . , mki i

(5)

where k is the number of latent topics. The vector u(wi ) is used to describe the meanings of the word wi using latent topic information.
2.3

Word Representation Using Combination of Relational Features
and Latent Topic Features

Given wi as a focus word, meanings of the word wi is represented as a
n-dimensional vector v(wi ) of relational words denoted w1 . . . wn (see
formula 1). Meanwhile, the focus word wi is also represented as a kdimensional vector u(wi ) of latent topics denoted t1 . . . tk (see formula
5). Therefore, the composition vector representation c(wi ) of the word
wi is the linear concatenation of the relational feature vector v(wi ) and
the latent topic feature vector u(wi ) as:
c(wi ) = hαwi1 , . . . , αwin , βm1i , . . . , βmki i

(6)

where n is the number of relational word features and k is the number of
latent topics.
3

S EMANTIC W ORD S IMILARITY

Our proposed content-based method of measuring semantic similarity
was constructed using two different groups of features: relational words
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in context and latent topics. These groups of features were tested separately and collectively. The following pre-processing steps were undertaken:
1. Relation Extraction: Relations surrounding words in contexts need to
be extracted from a plain text repository. We designed a pattern-based
extractor which single-passes through the plain texts and returns the
extractions. Each extraction is a pair of a focus word and its relational
participant, which have to match the following conditions:
(a) The relational participant has to be a single noun, compound
noun, or a name entity
(b) If existed, the sequence in between the pair from the text has to
match the following pattern:
V+ | V+W*P | P
where
– V = (relative word | verb | particle | adverb)
– W = (noun | adjactive | adverb | pronoun | determiner)
– P = (preposition | particle | appositional modifier)
These rules are expected to cover most of the local and long distance association between words in contexts.
2. Word Representation: Each focus word is represented by a set of relational participants. To reduce the number of relational associations,
we retained those having considerable information value. Therefore,
we applied a first filter on the relation frequency and a second filter on information value for each relation. There are three ways to
construct the VSM of a word: relational feature VSM, latent topic
feature VSM and combination feature VSM.
3. Distance Measure: To measure the semantic similarity between two
words, we directly used the standard Cosine distance measure on the
representation vectors. Given two words wi and wj , the semantic
similarity between them is computed as:
sim(wi , wj ) =

4

v(wi ) × v(wj )
kv(wi )k × kv(wj )k

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

In this section we describe the implementation of our system.

(7)
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Table 1. Experiment on MTruk for tuning parameters. The best Spearman’s cor1
= 600
on both
relation score was obtained with F F = 2, IV F = 1, and α
β
relational features and combination features. The related work’s results on the
same dataset was also presented. The knowledge-based methods are italic
Algorithm
Explicit Semantic Analysis [6]
Temporal Semantic Analysis [6]
Relational feature
Topic features
Combination Feature

ρ × 100
59
63
63
46
63

4.1 Benchmarks
WordSimilarity-353 (WS-353) [7] dataset has been one of the largest
publicly available collections for semantic similarity tests. This dataset
consists of 353 word pairs annotated by 13 human experts. Their judgement scores were scaled from 0 (unrelated) to 10 (very closely related or
identical). The judgements collected for each word pair were averaged to
produce a single similarity score.
Several studies measured inter-judge correlations and found that human judgement correlations are consistently high r = 0.88 − 0.95 [13,
7]. Therefore, the outputs of computer-generated judgments on semantic
similarity are expected to be as close as possible to the human judgement
correlations.
Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset (RG-65) [8] consists of 65 word
pairs ranging from synonym pairs to completely unrelated terms. The
65 noun pairs were annotated by 51 human subjects. All the noun pairs
are non-technical words using scale from 0 (not-related) to 4 (perfect
synonym).
MTurk1 dataset contains 287 pairs of words [6]. Opposite to WS353, a computer automatically draws the word pairs from words whose
frequently occur together in large text domains. The relatedness of these
pairs of words was then evaluated using human annotators, as done in the
WS-353 dataset. We considered MTurk as a development dataset which
was then used to find the range of optimal parameters. The selected parameters were tested on WS-353 and RG-65 datasets.
1

http://www.technion.ac.il/∼kirar/Datasets.html
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Table 2. The correlation results with different information value filter (IVF) tested
on WS-353 dataset using Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ). The best results were
bolded. The results with underline were using parameters selected from the development dataset
IVF
−3.0
−2.5
−2.0
−1.5
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Word features
(ρ × 100)
60.58
60.76
61.05
62.06
63.49
64.34
63.73
66.48
69.42
68.30
64.60
49.19
26.93

Combination features
(ρ × 100)
62.97
63.05
63.36
64.31
65.32
65.82
65.07
67.29
70.19
70.79
70.12
66.39
55.94

Topic features
(ρ × 100)
66.78

4.2 Text Repository
We used Wikipedia English XML dump of October 01, 2012. After parsing the XML dump2 , we obtained about 13GB of text from 5, 836, 084
articles. As we expect to have a large amount of text data to increase the
coverage of the method, we used first 1, 000, 000 articles for our experiments.
To build the relational feature representation for each word, we applied the pattern-based extractor to extract pairs of the focus word and its
relational participant. After the extraction, we obtained 53, 653, 882 raw
unique pairs which then were normalized by applying the stemming technique [14]. Finally, we obtained 47, 143, 381 unique relations between
words and their relational paritipants.
As there were a large number of rare words and pairs associated with
each focus word, we applied two filters to leave out those we believed as
noise. While the relation frequency filter (FF) is reponsible to remove rare
relational pairs, the information value filter (IVF) is expected to leave out
pairs with low information value. Any pair with their respective informa2

We used Wikiprep as the main tool to convert Wikipedia format to XML plain
text, http://sourceforge.net/projects/wikiprep/
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Table 3. The correlation results with different information value filter (IVF) tested
on 65 pairs of RG-65 dataset using Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ). The best
results were bolded. The results with underline were using parameters selected
from the development dataset
IVF
−3.0
−2.5
−2.0
−1.5
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Word features
(ρ × 100)
73.64
73.62
73.74
74.50
75.25
76.65
77.12
77.63
79.72
84.11
84.43
78.46
59.64

Combination features
(ρ × 100)
72.47
72.25
72.58
72.91
73.96
75.89
76.53
77.09
79.16
83.59
84.59
83.33
79.88

Topic features
(ρ × 100)
63.93

tion is equal or above the filter’s threshold will be retained to contruct the
representation of words.
To extract latent topic features, we used plain texts from the first
100, 000 Wiki documents to feed to LDA training model. The reasons for
us to choose this smaller amount of documents as LDA training phrase
was time consuming with large amount of documents. We expected to
reduce the number of input documents and kept the word dictionary relatively large to cover most of the expected words. The plain text from these
documents was removed stop-words and applied the stemming technique.
Rare words were also removed by using document frequency threshold
(df = 5). We obtained 190, 132 unique words from the given set of documents after pre-processing step. To build the LDA training model, we
used GibbsLDA++3 [15] with its standard configuration except ntopic =
1, 000 as the number of expected latent topics.
Parameter Tuning: The MTruk dataset was used for parameter tuning. We evaluated our method using relational features, topic features,
and combination features. After scanning the FF and IVF parameters as
well as the α
β ratio on this dataset, we obtained the best Spearman’s corre3

http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 1. The visualisation of experimental results from WS-353 dataset (see Table 2). The combination feature-based method outperformed the one using word
features regardless IVF.

lation score ρ = 63 on both relational features and combination features
1
with F F = 2, IV F = 1, and α
β = 600 . Table 1 shows the results when
the selected parameters were applied as well as the results of other related
methods that have been tested on the same dataset. These tuning values
were used when testing on WS-353 and RG-65 datasets.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section 4 , we firstly discuss about the effectiveness of our method
over different of standard datasets. Table 2 and 3 show the results of our
experiments over three kinds of features. Overall, the method based on
relational features outperformed those using topic features on WS-353
4

The experimental results can be found at http://137.92.33.34/CICLING2014/
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Fig. 2. The visualisation of experimental results on RG-65 dataset (see Table 3).
The method using combination features is comparable the one based on word
features.

dataset (69.42 vs. 66.78) and on RG-65 dataset (84.43 vs. 63.93). Particularly, when the relational features are combined with topic features in a
single VSM, the performance of the combination method was improved
in comparison with those using the type of features separately.
Moreover, Table 2 and 3 also confirms that the selected parameters
from the development dataset potentially work really well on the WS-353
and RG-65 datasets. They produced significant improvement compared
to those using the similar kinds of features (see Table 4).
It is notable to compare the performance of the proposed method to
other related work on the same benchmarks. On the standard WS-353
dataset, our method outperforms to most of the semantic similarity methods using single VSM for word representation. Compare to other corpusbased methods in general, our approach also achieves the second high-
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Table 4. The comparison results with different content-based methods on WS353 and RG-65 datasets using Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ). The knowledgebased methods are in italic. (†) denotes using parameters from the deveopment
dataset. (?) denotes the best results in our experiments
Algorithm
Syntactic Features [5]
Latent Topic Features (LSA) [7]
Latent Topic Features (LDA) [12]
Multi-Prototype [16]
Single-Prototype [16]
Multi-Prototype [17]
Learned Features [18]
Context Window Pattern (WS = 1) [4]
Context Window Pattern (WS = 4) [4]
Topic Features
Relational Features†
Combination Features†
Relational Features?
Combination Features?

WS-353
RG-65
(ρ × 100) (ρ × 100)
34.80
78.8
58.10
60.9
53.39
–
76.9
–
55.3
–
71.3
–
49.86
–
69
89
66
93
66.78
63.93
69.42
79.72
70.19
79.16
69.42
84.43
70.79
84.59

est correlation score on this dataset after the multi-prototype VSM done
by [16].
Additionally, the proposed method achieves the promising performance on RG-65 dataset on both word features and combination features.
Interestingly, the topic feature-based method on Wikipedia outperforms
to most of the other latent topic feature-based methods such as LSA and
LDA on both WS-353 and RG-65 datasets.
Finally, in comparison to the work done by [5], one of the closest approaches to our work in term of feature engineering, the proposed method
outperformed on both WS-353 and RG-65 datasets.
5

R ELATED W ORK

Previous work in the field of semantic similarity is categorized as corpusbased and knowledge-based approaches. While the corpus-based methods utilize statistical techniques to measure the similarity between words
using the pure text content of a given corpus, the knowledge-based approaches explore the embedded knowledge from a large repository such
as Wordnet, networks of concepts from Wikipedia.
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VSMs are mostly used to model the meaning of words. In frame of
knowledge-base approaches, Gabrilovich et al. have proposed Explicit
Semantic Analysis (ESA) [11], which represents word meanings as a
vector of explicit Wikipedia concepts. The relatedness between words is
measured by the distance between the respective vectors. Silent Semantic Analysis (SSA) was proposed by Hassan et al. [19]. SSA explores
Wikipedia silent concepts which were then incorporated with the explicit
Wikipedia concepts to model the word representation using VSMs.
One of the main differences between these methods and our approach
is the way of estimating the degree of association between words. In ESA
and SSA, word-word relations are defined indirectly using their relationship with Wikipedia concepts. However, the relation between words in
our approaches is defined directly using the common relational participants within local contexts as well as their common latent topics.
In contrast to the knowledge-based methods, the content-based methods rely only on plain text. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [1] was proposed to take into account word-document associations to present the
semantic representation of words. LSA considers meanings of a word as
a vector of latent topics and the similarity between words is measured
by the distance of its represented vectors. Similarly, topic model Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [12] was used to to measure word semantic
similarity. The fundamental idea that documents are mixtures of topics
where a topic is a probability distribution over words. The similarity of
words could be inferred by the associated of their common topics.
Agirre et al. used word patterns in context windows as the features.
The method produced promising correlation results in RG-65 dataset and
considerable results on WS-353 dataset with Windowsize (WS=1 and
WS=4) [4]. Lin et al. [5] measured the similarity between words using
the distributional lexical and syntactic patterns of words over a parsed
corpus. The similarity between a pair of words was measured by the common between their distributions. The idea of feature engineering in this
work is quite similar to our approach that using the local contexts to extract relations between words.
However, while these authors considered syntactic associations between a focus word and its adjacent words to produce the word’s representation. We combined relational features and topic features to form a
representation of words. Moreover, to reduce the influences of the noise
in the semantic similarity measure, we applied different filters to retain
information valuable relations. This has contributed to leverage the performance of our proposed method.
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Recent work on feature learning has opened a new way of building word semantic representation automatically from the nature of language. Collobert et al. [18] proposed a deep learning framework for automatically building word meaning representations (word embeddings).
Huang et al. [17] have successfully inherited the word embeddings to
learn multiple word prototypes (multiple VSM represented for meanings of a word), which show the promising results on the task of semantic similarity. Similarly, Reisinger et al. [16] have proposed multiprototype VSM for word meaning representation using text clustering.
The method presents significant improvement performance on semantic
similarity measure. However, they also confirmed that single word prototype is still having issues in gaining the performance of content-based
semantic similarity measure.
6

C ONCLUSION

We have presented an approach for semantic similarity measure using relational features and topic features. The method takes into account the
relations between words in local contexts and latent topics information
from global contexts. The experimental results have shown the positive
contribution of relational features and topic features to the performance of
corpus-based methods. Especially, their combination in modelling word
representation yields the improvement results to most of the contentbased methods on both tested datasets.
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Joint word2vec Networks
for Bilingual Semantic Representations
L IOR W OLF, YAIR H ANANI , K FIR BAR , AND NACHUM D ERSHOWITZ
Tel Aviv University, Israel

A BSTRACT
We extend the word2vec framework to capture meaning across
languages. The input consists of a source text and a word-aligned
parallel text in a second language. The joint word2vec tool then
represents words in both languages within a common “semantic” vector space. The result can be used to enrich lexicons of
under-resourced languages, to identify ambiguities, and to perform clustering and classification. Experiments were conducted
on a parallel English-Arabic corpus, as well as on English and
Hebrew Biblical texts.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Semantic models of languages map words, or word senses, in the language under study to some space in which semantic relationships between them can be observed and measured. Within such models, one
would expect synonymous words to appear “near” one another. If the
model incorporates more than one language, then the translation of a
word should also reside nearby.
Word2vec [1] is a recently developed technique for building a neural
network that maps words to real-number vectors, with the desideratum
that words with similar meanings will map to similar vectors. One problem with a straightforward learning scheme from words and their context
is polysemy, since the resultant vector will be an average of the different
senses of the word.
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Some languages are more ambiguous than others. There are many homographs in English, fewer in Spanish (a more phonetic language than
English), and many more in (unvocalized) Hebrew. Sometimes homographs are also homophones, being pronounced the same (e.g., “bank”);
other times they are heteronyms that are distinguished in speech (e.g.,
“dove”). We show how to leverage word-aligned parallel texts to improve
the quality of the inferred model.
In the next section, we provide some background on the use of bilingual models for single-language tasks and to aid in machine translation. Section 3 contains an explanation of our bilingual extension to the
word2vec model builder. It is followed by a section on experimental results for word-aligned English-Arabic and English-Hebrew corpora and
then a brief discussion of the implications.

2

BACKGROUND

Word sense disambiguation [2] is a difficult problem, partly because of
the paucity of sense-tagged training data in most languages. Languages
like Arabic and Hebrew pose a bigger challenge because of their unvowelized and undiacritized writing. In English and other European languages, senses are represented, in particular, by WordNet [3]. Although
similar WordNet repositories exist for Arabic [4] and Hebrew [5], they are
quite limited in scope. The only available sense-tagged corpus in Hebrew
is the Bible. For Arabic, there is OntoNotes [6], a relatively large corpus of various genres, tagged for syntax and shallow semantic attributes,
including word senses.
It is well known that there is little agreement between dictionaries as
to the division of words into their senses. Some distinctions are subtle and
often cross language boundaries, so may not be considered distinct senses
by other lexicographers; others are substantive and are unlikely to share
the same words in multiple languages. Accordingly, it has been argued
(e.g., [7–9]) that sense distinctions can be derived from co-occurrence
statistics across languages. To quote [2]: “Homograph distinctions do not
require a lexicographer to locate them, since they are basically those that
can be found easily in parallel texts in different languages”.
In [10], the authors showed how one can train word2vec independently in two languages, then use some anchor points between the two
languages (a limited number of corresponding words in the two languages) to find an affine mapping from one language model to the other.
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The hope was that the resultant spaces can be used to enrich the dictionary by looking in the model of the second language for the word closest
to the position of a word from the first language.
3

WORD 2 VEC

Word2vec belongs to the class of methods called “neural language models”. Using a scheme that is much simpler than previous work in this
domain, where neural networks with many hidden units and several nonlinear layers were normally constructed (e.g., [11]), word2vec [1] constructs a simple log-linear classification network [12]. Two such networks
are proposed: the Skip-gram architecture and the Continuous Bag-ofwords (CBOW) architecture. While the Skip-gram architecture is sometimes preferable, in our experience – probably due to the relatively small
corpora we use, the CBOW architecture outperforms it. Therefore, we
limit our exposition to the latter architecture.
3.1

Continuous Bag-of-Words Architecture

In the CBOW variant of word2vec, the network predicts each word based
on its neighborhood – the five words preceding and the five words following that word. An input layer denotes the bag of words representation of
the surrounding words, and contains one input element per glossary word.
It is projected linearly to the hidden encoding layer. The hidden layer
in then mapped to an output Huffman code representation of the given
word. Once the network is trained, the projections from each input unit
to the middle encoding layer are used to represent the associated glossary
word. Interestingly, the resulting encoding not only captures meaningful
word representations, where (unambiguous) words of similar meaning
have nearby representations, but also captures, in a surprising manner,
pairwise relations through simple arithmetic operations [1].
Next, we formalize the CBOW architecture and introduce the notation
used throughout the paper. Word2vec models are learned from an input
corpus. Every word that occurs at least three times in the corpus becomes
part of the glossary. Let D be the size of the glossary. The goal of the
word2vec procedure is to associate each of the D glossary words with
a vector representation in RL . In all of our experiments, L is fixed at a
value of 200.
Each training example i is an occurrence of a glossary word w(i) in
the corpus. During the learning phase, the CBOW network is trained to
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map (through a hidden projection layer of size L) binary input vectors Biin
of length D, to the matching output vectors Biout of length lg D. The input
vectors contain one element corresponding to each glossary entry, which
denotes the existence of each glossary entry within the small neighborhood of size 2N surrounding example i in the text. In our experiments
the window-size parameter N is fixed to be 5.
The binary output vector Biout = Hw(i) is the Huffman code of the
associated glossary entry. The Huffman codes Hj , j = 1 . . D of length
lg D are constructed by considering the frequency of each glossary entry j. The use of Huffman codes follows a common practice in neural
net language models [13]. We adhere to this practice, although its main
advantage over encoding through balanced trees is to reduce evaluation
time through an early stopping mechanism. This consideration is not a
major concern in our system, where D is relatively small.
As mentioned above, the vector representation Vj of each glossary
word, j = 1 . . D, is its projection to the hidden layer; that is, it is the array
of weights used to project the corresponding bit in the input vector B in to
the hidden layer. Intuitively, it captures the contribution of each glossary
word to a layer that enables a relatively effective way of predicting the
output vector. This is a semantic task, and the representation is therefore
semantic. Also, by design, since linear projections are summed to capture
local neighborhoods, the representation behaves well under addition.

3.2

Bilingual Extension

Very recently, a method was proposed for employing word2vec in the
bilingual context [10]. The proposed method trains two word2vec models independently and then, using a seed list of pairs of words and their
translation, the two spaces are aligned.
More specifically, assume that word wk in the first language is translated as word wk0 in the second, k = 1 . . t, where t is size of the seed
set. Let the vectors V1 , V2 , . . . , VD be the learned word2vec representations in the first language, and V10 , V20 , . . . , VD0 0 the learned vectors of the
second. A transformation T is then learned from the space of the second
representation to the space of the first, such that the following measure is
minimized:
t
X
2
T Vw0 0 − Vwk
.
k

k=1
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This is a linear least squares problem. In [10] stochastic gradient descent was used to solve for the transformation T . In our experiments we
employ conventional linear solvers.
4

J OINT WORD 2 VEC

The bilingual method of [10] is motivated by the observation that when
visualizing the word vectors using PCA, the vector representations of
similar words in different languages were related by a linear transformation. However, since there is no guarantee that the two spaces are indeed
related by a linear transformation, it could be suboptimal to learn each
space separately and then try to align the two. In addition, if the corpora
used to train the two vector spaces are related, it might be beneficial to
use one language to improve the representation of the other, for example,
in cases of word sense ambiguities.
In our method, joint word2vec, two versions of the same text are used
for training. One of the versions is set to be the baseline version, and the
other is aligned to it using an HMM-based word-alignment model [14].
The result, for a specific text (which will be used in our next examples as
well) is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this example, a Hebrew verse from Genesis
is used as the baseline text, and the English King James translation is
mapped to it. Some of the words in the English text are not mapped to
any Hebrew words and vice versa.
The joint word2vec model is a variant of the word2vec model with
some significant modifications in both structure and training procedure
that allow for simultaneous learning of unified representations for both
languages. The input layer of the joint model corresponds to a union of
the two dictionaries. Let the glossary of the first (second) language, consisting of frequent-enough words, be of size D (D0 , respectively). The
input layer of the joint architecture is of size D + D0 , where the first D
(last D0 ) elements correspond to the entries of the first (second) glossary.
The output layer is of size lg(D + D0 ), and encodes the words of the two
dictionaries based on their frequencies in the bilingual corpora. The hidden layer and the log-linear model structure remain as in the conventional
word2vec model.
The training procedure is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of four stages for
each input occurrence i of the first language. First, as in the conventional
word2vec, the neighborhood of i (first language) is used to predict word
i. Then, the same process is repeated for the second-language word that
is aligned to i, using the second-language words that are aligned with the
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Fig. 1. A short alignment example (Genesis 1:5), which is also used in Fig. 2.
The Hebrew verse (top row) is the baseline text to which the English verse at the
bottom row is aligned. The words in the middle are those words that were found
by the HMM model to match the Hebrew words they are connected to with an
arrow.

first-language neighborhood of i. Naturally, this only occurs when there
is a second-language word aligned with word i. Also, the aligned neighborhood could be smaller than the first-language neighborhood since not
all first-language words are mapped to the second language.
These first two stages train two models using the same hidden layer.
However, the two models are not tied together: each is using only the part
of the input vectors B in that corresponds to just one language. The next
two stages tie the models together at the semantic level. In these stages,
a word from one language is being predicted using the neighborhood in
the other language, which helps make the model language-agnostic. First,
the aligned word of the second language is predicted based on the neighborhood of word i in the first language. The input vector B in is derived
from data in the first language, and the output vector B out is derived from
second language data. Lastly, the process is reversed: the aligned second
language neighborhood is used to predict and output vector B out that is
the Hoffman coding of word i in the first language.
Since training of the joint word2vec is four times slower than training
of the conventional method, we modify the training procedure slightly.
Whereas the original method employs stochastic gradient descent, which
updates the network after observing each training samples, we introduced
“mini-batches” and update the weights only after a small number of training examples. In between updates, the gradient is accumulated but not
used to perform updates.
5

E VALUATION

We compare the performance of the proposed joint word2vec to the performance of conventional word2vec and the performance of the bilingual
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. An illustration of the joint word2vec network applied to a sample Hebrew/English verse during training. The input layer has two parts, corresponding
to the two vocabularies. During training there are four steps (a–d): (a) Word i
of the Hebrew text is predicted, that is, encoded at the output layer Biout in accordance to its Huffman encoding Hw(i) . The Hebrew neighborhood of word i
is encoded through a bag-of-words scheme as the input layer Biin . The hidden
layer is a linear projection layer and the entire architecture is a simple log-linear
one. (b) Using the same architecture and the same hidden units, the process is
repeated for predicting the English word that corresponds to the Hebrew word i
from the English words that are mapped to the neighborhood of i. Note that this
neighborhood typically differs from the neighborhood in the English text and is
often smaller than the Hebrew neighborhood since some Hebrew words are not
aligned to any English words. (c) The Hebrew neighborhood is used to predict
the English word that matches word i. (d) The English neighborhood (see (b)) is
used to predict the Hebrew word i.
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model of [10] (Sect. 3.2). Given two texts, where the second is aligned
to the first, the transformation of this bilingual method is estimated using
all the words of the first text and their alignment, when they exist. Each
pair is used once, regardless of the number of its occurrences.
Three benchmarks have been devised: (i) a translation benchmark
that looks to see how close to each other a word and its translation are;
(ii) a homograph benchmark; and (iii) a single-language synonym benchmark. The benchmarks are applied on two datasets, except for the third
task, which is only applied to one dataset.
5.1 Datasets
In our experiments, as a second language, we used (transliterated) Arabic
and Hebrew – both highly inflected languages. Among other interesting
characteristics, Semitic languages in general are based on complicated
derivational as well as inflectional morphologies. Furthermore, the lack
of short vowels in writing increases the level of ambiguity of the written
word. Words are derived from a root and a pattern (template), combined
with prefixes and suffixes. The root consists of 3 or 4 consonants and
the pattern is a sequence of consonants and variables for root letters. Using the same root with different patterns may yield words with different
meanings. Words are then inflected for person, number and gender; proclitics and enclitics are added to indicate definiteness, conjunction, various prepositions, and possessive forms. On account of this morphological
complexity, a single Arabic or Hebrew word often translates into several
English words; for example, the English translation of the Arabic word
wbbytyn is “and in his two houses”.
Our first benchmark uses Arabic news stories that we aligned on the
word level with their English sources. Overall, we have about 4M Arabic
words. Due to Arabic’s rich morphology, we preprocessed the Arabic text
with MADA [15], a context-sensitive morphological analyzer that works
on the word level, and then used TOKAN [15] to tokenize the text, additionally separating the definite article (Al) from nouns (and modifiers)
and the future particle (s) from verbs. For example, the word wbbyth,
“and in his house”, gets tokenized like this: w+ b+ byt +h, each token
respectively translated into: “and”, “in”, “house”, and “his”. Alignment
proceeds on this token level.
The second dataset was constructed by aligning the Bible, in Hebrew,
to its King James translation into English. The two resources are already
aligned at the verse level, and contain 23,145 verses. The Hebrew text,
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like in Arabic, was tokenized using a context-sensitive morphological analyzer and a tokenizer. We used the MILA [16] morphological analyzer,
with probabilities obtained using EM-HMM training [17, 18]. The Hebrew tokenization scheme is similar to the one for Arabic. Both resources
were aligned on the token level using GIZA++ [14], an implementation
of the IBM word alignment models [19]. GIZA++ is a popular statistical
machine translation toolkit that includes an HMM-based word-alignment
model. It uses Baum-Welch training, and includes smoothing techniques
for fertility (multiple-word translations of a single word).
For the synonym benchmark, we obtained the list of Biblical synonyms used in [20]. That list was compiled in the following manner:
The King James translation of the Bible almost invariably translates synonyms identically. So, one can generally identify Hebrew synonyms by
considering their translations. Word senses were derived from Strong’s
1890 concordance [21], which lists separately every occurrence of each
sense of each root that appears in the Bible. (Some anomalies due to
polysemy in English were manually removed from the list by a Bible
scholar.) The procedure yielded 529 synonym sets, ranging in size from
2 to 7 (“fear”), for a total of 1595 individual synonyms.

5.2 Experiments
The translation benchmark For each of the two datasets we identify pairs
of glossary words that are uniquely mapped between the two texts, that
is, we extract a list of words in the first text that are consistently aligned
by GIZA++ to the same word in the second. Ideally, the vector representations of the words in each pair would be as close as possible; indeed
the bilingual method of [10] directly minimizes the distance between the
representations of words that are mapped between the two languages.
The distance computed in the first benchmark is measured for our
method in the joint space, and in the method of [10] in each one of the
spaces, after the computed linear transformation is applied. In word2vec
experiments [1], cosine similarity (dot product of the normalized vectors)
is often used. We comply with this by computing the distance between
the normalized vectors, which also makes the comparison of distances
between the various vector spaces valid.
The results of this benchmark are depicted in Table 1. Sometimes the
joint word2vec outperforms the baseline algorithm and sometimes it is
the other way around. This is remarkable given that the score that the
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Table 1. The performance of various word2vec networks in the translation benchmark, in which distances of normalized vector representations of word pairs that
are uniquely aligned between the two languages are compared. For the Bible
(Heb) Dataset, the English text is aligned to the Hebrew one, and vice versa
for Bible (Eng). Since the alignment is not symmetric, the pairs of words used
for benchmarking differ between the two directions. The baseline algorithm [10]
(Sect. 3.2) runs conventional word2vec on each corpus separately and then estimates a linear transformation that minimizes the L2 distance between the vector
representations of aligned words. It is evaluated for both alignment directions.
The joint word2vec algorithm is applied to both corpora at once. Shown are the
mean distance between vector pairs normalized to have a norm of one and the
standard error of these distances. A lower distance indicates greater proximity of
the vector representations of translated words.
DataMethod
set
News 2×Vanilla W2V (Eng and Arab mapped to Eng space)
2×Vanilla W2V (Arab and Eng mapped to Arab space)
Joint W2V (Eng+aligned Arab)
Bible 2×Vanilla W2V (Heb and Eng mapped to Heb space)
(Heb) 2×Vanilla W2V (Eng and Heb mapped to Eng space)
Joint W2V (Heb+aligned Eng)
Bible 2×Vanilla W2V (Eng and Heb mapped to Eng space)
(Eng) 2×Vanilla W2V (Heb and Eng mapped to Heb space)
Joint W2V (Eng+aligned Heb)

Normalized
Distance ±
Standard Error
1.1534 ± 0.0000
1.1505 ± 0.0000
1.1644 ± 0.0000
0.9739 ± 0.0002
1.0066 ± 0.0002
0.9710 ± 0.0002
0.8900 ± 0.0005
0.8543 ± 0.0005
0.8790 ± 0.0006

baseline algorithm optimizes is directly related to the score employed in
the benchmark and that the baseline algorithm is applied twice.
The homograph benchmark We now consider the words in one language
that are mapped to multiple words in the second language. This can be (i)
a result of synonyms in the second language, or, (ii) as is almost always
the case when aligning the Hebrew Bible to the King James edition, a
result of homographs in the first language. For the first case, we would
like to have the vector representation of the word in the first space as
close as possible to that of the vector representations in the second space,
and the vector representations in the second space as close as possible.
In the second case, since the model is additive, it makes sense to expect
the vector representation of the word in the first language to be a linear
combination of the vector representations of the vectors in the second
language, that is, to be spanned by those vectors.
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Since we have no means to determine which of the two cases is the
source of the multiple glossary word alignments, and since the spanning
criteria is also approximately satisfied in case two vectors are similar,
this criteria is the basis of our success score. Let Vi be the vector rep0
(k)
resentation of the word in the first language, and let Vi , k = 1 . . n
be the n > 1 words that are aligned to it throughout its occurrences in
the dataset. The score employed in this benchmark is the reconstruction
error:
n
X
0
Vi
(k)
,
−
λk Vi
kVi k
k=1

where the λk are the coefficients that minimize this error. The minimization is obtained by solving (least squares) a linear set of L = 200 equations in these n unknowns. Note again, that in order to adhere to previous
work with word2vec, and to allow a fair comparison between different
vector spaces, the normalized version of Vi is used.
Table 2 depicts the results of this benchmark. The joint word2vec
method clearly outperforms the baseline method, and the difference in
performance is significant at an extremely low p-value in both t-test and
Wilcoxon signed rank test. We also report results for another variant of
the reconstruction error in which the weights λk are constrained to be
positive. This is motivated by the nature of the word2vec architectures, in
which, during training, projections are added but never subtracted. Naturally, the added positiveness constraint increases the reconstruction error,
but this increase seems to be moderate, and in our experiments the order
of the scores obtained by the various algorithms does not change.
The synonym benchmark Lastly, we evaluated the quality of the learned
word2vec representation on the Hebrew list of biblical synonyms. Eighty
percent of the identified synonym pairs were included in our glossary,
which contains only words that appear at least three times. For each of
these we employ the distance between the normalized vector representations of the two words as the score.
This is a single language task and joint word2vec would outperform
the baseline method only if learning jointly two languages successfully
utilizes the information in the second language to improve the vector
space of the first. The results in Table 3 suggest that this is indeed the
case. A significant improvement is obtained in the joint word2vec method
in comparison to the baseline method.
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Table 2. The performance of various word2vec networks in the homograph
benchmark, in which the glossary words in the first language that are aligned
to multiple words in the second language are employed. The reconstruction error is the distance between the L2 normalized vector representation in the first
language to the linear space spanned by the vector representations in the second
language; lower is better. Also shown is the reconstruction error when the combination weights λk used to compute the linear combination are constrained to be
positive. Due to the additional constraint, the reconstruction errors are aways bigger; however, qualitatively the results remain the same. See text and the caption
of Table 1 for more details.
DataMethod
set
News 2×Vanilla W2V
(Eng + transformed Arab)
2×Vanilla W2V
(Arab + transformed Eng )
Joint W2V (Eng+aligned Arab)
Bible 2×Vanilla W2V
(Heb) (Heb and Eng mapped to Heb space)
2×Vanilla W2V
(Eng and Heb mapped to Eng space)
Joint W2V (Heb+aligned Eng)
Bible 2×Vanilla W2V
(Eng) (Eng and Heb mapped to Eng space)
2×Vanilla W2V
(Heb and Eng mapped to Heb space)
Joint W2V (Eng+aligned Heb)

6

Reconstruction
Error ±
Standard Error
(Positive Weights)
0.9387 ± 0.0000 0.9469 ± 0.0000

Reconstruction
Error ±
Standard Error

0.9321 ± 0.0000 0.9388 ± 0.0000
0.8893 ± 0.0000 0.9000 ± 0.0000
0.8063 ± 0.0001 0.8477 ± 0.0001
0.8410 ± 0.0001 0.8797 ± 0.0000
0.7462 ± 0.0001 0.7613 ± 0.0001
0.9033 ± 0.0002 0.9228 ± 0.0002
0.8173 ± 0.0004 0.8696 ± 0.0004
0.6610 ± 0.0006 0.6896 ± 0.0006

D ISCUSSION

In the experiments we conducted, both datasets are relatively small compared to the sizes typically employed to learn representations in word2vec
models. Larger bilingual datasets are available; however, the processing
required by the GIZA++ software for these datasets could not fit into our
schedule. Fortunately, the joint word2vec software itself proved efficient
enough and scales equally well as the open-source word2vec, upon which
code base it is built. The up-side is that our experiments are the first to explore the utilization of word2vec on a scale possible for under-resourced
languages, in which digitized texts and translations are scarce. It is in-
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Table 3. The performance of various word2vec networks on the Bible-Synonyms
benchmark. The distance between the normalized representations of each pair of
Hebrew synonyms is computed. As can be seen, the joint word2vec outperforms
the baseline method, although this is a single-language task. The results in the
two last rows are added for completeness, as they are expected to be worse. It
is interesting to note that even learning joint word2vec with Hebrew aligned to
English, which processes the Hebrew text in a way that is likely to disrupt its
structure, seems to outperform the baseline method.
Method

Normalized Distance
± Standard Error
Vanilla W2V (Heb)
1.1864 ± 0.0013
Joint W2V (Heb+aligned Eng)
1.0637 ± 0.0015
2×Vanilla W2V (Heb mapped to Eng space) 1.2396 ± 0.0009
Joint W2V (Eng+aligned Heb)
1.1073 ± 0.0015

teresting that, at least at these scales, joint word2vec representations outperform vanilla word2vec learned vectors even at tasks requiring just one
language.
While our exposition is focused on the bilingual case, it should be
straightforward to generalize it to multiple languages. In fact, with little
modifications, the joint word2vec system can employ heterogeneous inputs to learn a unified “Babel fish” semantic vector representation for a
union of multiple dictionaries. During training, the weights can be updated from unilingual texts (conventional word2vec), bilingual texts (as
done here), or aligned multi-lingual texts, each time updating the projection weights of the current word with accordance to the available data.
As an effective method to learn representations, word2vec is often
seen as part of the “deep learning” trend, in which neural networks containing multiple layers and multiple non-linear transformations are used
to learn state-of-the-art representations in domains such as computer vision and speech processing. While there is nothing deep in the word2vec
architecture, by comparing it to deeper representations, the creators of
the original architecture have been able to demonstrate that the simplest
log-linear models are “as deep as is necessary”, thereby complying with
the road plan set forth by [22].
Still, the word2vec representation is wanting in some respects. For
example, it would be desirable that homographs would be represented,
not by one vector, but by a set of vectors. In the bilingual context, the automatic identification of homographs seems plausible. Recall that words
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in one language that are aligned with multiple words in the second language are either homographs or are translated to a set of synonyms. As
discussed in Sect. 5.2, the set of synonyms should form a tight cluster,
which can be easily measured, for example, by computing the mean distance to the centroid of the set of vectors representing the aligned words.
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A BSTRACT
We propose a novel low-dimensional text representation method
for topic classification. Several Latent Dirichet Allocation (LDA)
models are built on a large amount of unlabelled data, in order to
extract potential topic clusters, at different levels of generalization. Each document is represented as a distribution over these
topic clusters. We experiment with two datasets. We collected the
first dataset from the FriendFeed social network and we manually annotated part of it with 10 general classes [1]. The second dataset is a standard text classification benchmark, Reuters
21578, the R8 subset (annotated with 8 classes). We show that
classification based on our multi-level LDA representation leads
to improved results for both datasets. Our representation catches
topic distributions from generic ones to more specific ones and allows the machine learning algorithm choose the appropriate level
of generalization for the task. Another advantage is the dimensionality reduction, which permitting the use of machine learning
algorithms that cannot run on high-dimensional feature spaces.
Even for the algorithms that can deal with high-dimensional features spaces, it is often useful to speed up the training and testing
time by using the lower dimensionality.

1

I NTRODUCTION

In order to improve the performance of text classification tasks, we always need informative and expressive methods to represent the texts [2,
3]. If we consider the words as the smallest informative unit of a text,
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there is a variety of well-known quantitative information measures that
can be used to represent a text. Such methods have been used in a variety of information extraction projects, and in many cases have even outperformed some syntax-based approaches. There are a variety of Vector
Space Models (VSM) which have been well explained and compared, for
example in [4]. However, these kinds of representations disregard valuable knowledge that could be inferred by considering the different types
of relations between the words. These major relations are actually the essential components that, at a higher level, could express concepts or explain the main topic of a text. A representation method which could add
some kind of relations and dependencies to the raw information items,
and illustrate the characteristics of a text at different conceptual levels,
could play an important role in knowledge extraction, concept analysis
and sentiment analysis tasks.
In this paper, the main focus is on how we represent the topics of the
texts. Thus, we select a LDA topic-based representation method, and we
extend it to a multi-level representation that can automatically choose the
appropriate level of generality. Then, we run machine learning algorithms
on each representation (or combinations), in order to explore the most
discriminative representation for the task of text classification, for the
two datasets that we selected.
2

R ELATED W ORK

In most text classification tasks, the texts are represented as a set of independent units such as unigrams / bag of words (BOW), bigrams and/or
multi-grams which construct the feature space, and the text is normally
represented only by the assigned values (binary, frequency or term TFIDF1 ) [5]. In this case, since most lexical features occur only a few times
in each context, if at all, the representation vectors tend to be very sparse.
This method has two disadvantages. First, very similar contexts may be
represented by different features in the vector space. Second, in short
and medium-size texts, we will have too many zero features for machine
learning algorithms, including supervised classification methods.
Blei, Ng and Jordan proposed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
model and a Variational Expectation-Maximization algorithm for training
their model. LDA is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus and the
idea behind it is that the documents are represented as weighted relevancy
1

term frequency / inverse document frequency
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vectors over latent topics, where a topic is characterized by a distribution over words. These topic models are a kind of hierarchical Bayesian
models of a corpus [6]. The model can unveil the main themes of a corpus which can potentially be used to organize, search, and explore the
documents of the corpus. In LDA models, a topic is a distribution over
the feature space of the corpus and each document can be represented
by several topics with different weights. The number of topics (clusters)
and the proportion of vocabulary that create each topic (the number of
words in a cluster) are considered as two hidden variables of the model.
The conditional distribution of words in topics, given these variables, for
an observed set of documents, is regarded as the main challenge of the
model.
Griffiths and Steyvers in 2004, applied a derivation of the Gibbs sampling algorithm for learning LDA models [7]. They showed that the extracted topics capture a meaningful structure of the data. The captured
structure is consistent with the class labels assigned by the authors of
the articles that composed the dataset. The paper presents further applications of this analysis, such as identifying hot topics by examining
temporal dynamics and tagging some abstracts to help exploring the semantic content. Since then, the Gibbs sampling algorithm was shown as
more efficient than other LDA training methods, e.g., variational EM and
Expectation-Propagation [8]. This efficiency is attributed to a famous attribute of LDA namely, ”the conjugacy between the Dirichlet distribution
and the multinomial likelihood”. This means that the conjugate prior is
useful, since the posterior distribution is the same as the prior, and it
makes inference feasible; therefore, when we are doing sampling, the
posterior sampling become easier. Hence, the Gibbs sampling algorithms
was applied for inference in a variety of models that extend LDA [9–13].
Recently, Mimno et al. presented a hybrid algorithm for Bayesian
topic modeling in which the main effort is to combine the efficiency of
sparse Gibbs sampling with the scalability of online stochastic inference
[14]. They used their algorithm to analyze a corpus that included 1.2
million books (33 billion words) with thousands of topics. They showed
that their approach reduces the bias of variational inference and can be
generalized by many Bayesian hidden-variable models.
LDA topics models started to be used in various Natural Language
Processing tasks. It was used, among other tasks, for native language
identification [15], for learning word classes [16], and for opinion analysis [17]. Supervised versions were developed, named labelled LDA, and
applied, for example, for authorship attribution [18]. Experiments that
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used LDA topic models for a task of cross-language categorization of
Wikipedia pages were presented in [19]. In this paper, we focus on the
task of automatic text classification into a set of generic topics/subjects
using multiple LDA models in the same time, in order to achieve different
levels of generalization. Smet at al. [19] also used multiple LDA models
(with 10 to 200 topics, with an increment of 20). We developend our
method without being aware of their work, initally. The task and datasets
that we used are different.
3

DATASETS

In order to properly evaluate our new multi-level LDA text representation,
we conducted experiment with two datasets of different genres (social
media text and newspaper text).
The first dataset that we prepared for our experiments consists of
threads from the FriendFeed social network. We collected main postings
(12,450,658) and their corresponding comments (3,749,890) in order to
obtain all the discussion threads (a thread consists of a message and its
follow up comments). We filtered out the threads with less than three
comments. We were left with about 24,000 threads. From these, we used
4,000 randomly-selected threads as background source of data, in order to
build the LDA model. We randomly selected 500 threads out of the 4000
and manually annotated them with 10 general classes2 , to use as training
and test data for the classification task. The 10 classes are: consumers, education, entertainment, lifestyle, politics, relationships, religion, science,
social life and technology. We will make the dataset available (the whole
corpus that we collected and the manually-annotated part).
We observed that the 10 class labels (general topics) are distributed
unevenly over the dataset of 500 threads, in which we had 21 threads
for the class consumers, 10 threads for education, 92 threads for entertainment, 28 threads for incidents, 90 threads for lifestyle, 27 threads for
politics, 58 threads for relationships, 31 threads for science, 49 threads
for social activities, and 94 threads for technology.
The second dataset that we chose for our experiments is the wellknown R8 subset of the Reuters-21578 collection (excerpted from the
UCI machine learning repository), a typical text classification benchmark. The data includes the 8 most frequent classes of Reuteres-21578;
2

We used only one annotator, but we had a second annotator check a small
subset, in order to validate the quality of annotation. In future work, we plan
to have a second annotator label all the 500 threads.
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hence the topics that will be considered as class labels in our experiments
are acq, crude, earn, grain, interest, money, ship and trade.
In order to follow Sebastiani’s convention [3], we also call the dataset
R8. Note that there is also a R10 dataset, and the only difference between
R10 and R8 is that the classes corn and wheat, which are closely related
to the class grain, were removed. Table 1 shows the distribution of documents per class and the split into training and test data for the R8 subset.
Table 1. Class distribution of training and testing data for R8.
Class
No. of Training Docs No. of Test Docs
Acq
1596
696
Earn
2840
1083
Grain
41
10
Interest
190
81
Money-fx
206
87
Ship
108
36
Trade
251
75
Crude
253
121
Total
5485
2189

4

Total
2292
3923
51
271
293
144
326
374
7674

M ETHOD

We trained LDA models for each of the two datasets: the 4000 threads
from FriendFeed and the R8 text data. LDA models have two parameters whose values need to be chosen experimentally: the number of topic
clusters and the number of words in each cluster. We experimented with
various parameter values of the LDA models. The number of cluster is
particularly difficult to choose, since it reflects the level of generality of
the extracted topics / concepts.
For the first dataset, the number of words in each cluster was set to
maximum 15 (because for higher values, the weights of the words in the
clusters became very small). For the number of topics, we chose several
values: 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320. Therefore we build 6 LDA models.
We started with 10 topics because we have 10 classes, then we doubled
the number of LDA topics at every model. Instead of choosing one of
the models, we used all of them in order to represent each text at multiple
levels of generalization at the same time. In this way, we let the classifiers
choose the best features for the task.
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In LDA models, polysemous words can be member of more than one
topical cluster, while synonymous words are normally gathered in the
same topics. An example of LDA topic cluster for the first model is:
”Google”, ”email”, ”search”, ”work”, ”site”, ”services”, ”image”, ”click”,
”page”, ”create”, ”contact”, ”connect”, ”buzz”, ”Gmail”, ”mail”. This
could be labeled as Internet.
As mentioned, our 500 threads were manually annotated with the 10
generic classes. These classes, enumerated in section 3, are a manually
generalized version of the top 50 LDA clusters into the 10 generic categories that proved to be sufficient during the manual annotation of the
data. For the above example, the annotator placed it under the technology
and social life categories. The classification task is therefore multi-class,
since a thread can be in more than one class. We trained binary classifiers
for each class, and averaged the results over all classes.
For the second dataset, R8, we experimented with several parameter
values for the number of clusters in the LDA models: 8, 16, 32, 64, 128,
and 256 (thus we built 6 models). We chose 20 words in each cluster (because for higher values the weights were becoming too small). The reason
we started with 8 clusters is that there are 8 classes in the annotated data.
Then we doubled the number of topics several times. Similarly to the representation used for the first dataset, we combined all the models in the
feature representation (the multi-level LDA-based representation), leaving up to the classifier to choose an appropriate level of generalization.
For the classification task on both datasets, we chose several classifiers from Weka [20], including Naive Bayes (NB) because it is fast and
works well with text, SVM since it is known to obtain high performance
on many tasks, and decision trees because we can manually inspect the
learned tree.
We applied these classifiers on simple bag-of-words (BOW) representation, on LDA-based representations of different granularities, and
on an integrated representation concatenating the BOW features and the
LDA features. The values of the LDA-based features for each document
are the weights of the clusters associated to the document by the LDA
model (probability distributions).

5

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

The results on the first dataset are presented in Table 2. After stopword removal and stemming, the bag-of-words (BOW) representation contained
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6573 words as features (TF-IDF values). The lower-dimensional representation based on LDA contained 630 features (10 + 20 + 40 + 80 +
160 + 320), whose values are the weights corresponding to the topic
clusters. For the combined representation (BOW integrated with the LDA
topics) the number of features was 7203 (6573+630).
The baseline of any classification experiment over this dataset may
be considered as 18.8%, for a trivial classifier that puts everything in the
most frequent class, technology.
On this dataset, due to its relatively small size, we conducted the
classification evaluations using stratified 10-fold cross-validations (this
means that the classifier is trained on nine parts of the data and tested on
the remaining part, then this is repeated 10 times for different splits, and
the results are averaged over the 10 folds). We performed several experiments on a range of classifiers and parameter values for each representation, to check the stability of a classifier’s performance. We changed the
seed, a randomization parameter of the 10-fold cross-validation, in order
to avoid the accidental over-fitting. The values reported in Table 2 are the
accuracies of the classification over all classes.
Table 2. Results on the FriendFeed dataset for different classifiers and representations, by cross-validation.
Representation / Classifier
Baseline
BOW / SVM
LDA Topics / SVM
LDA+BOW / SVM
BOW / NB
LDA Topics / NB
LDA+BOW / NB
BOW / DT
LDA Topics / DT
LDA + BOW / DT

Accuracy
18.8%
72.22%
75.13%
80.40%
75.93%
74.63%
77.39%
69.33%
73.11%
75.69%

The SVM classifier was the best for the task. The multi-level LDAbased representation achieved an accuracy of 75.13% compared to the
BOW representation at 72.20%. Note that for the BOW representation,
the best classifier was Naive Bayes, with an accuracy of 75.93%, but
this is due to the use of a variant called complement Naive Bayes that
compensates for data imbalance. For the combine LDA and BOW repre-
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sentation, SVM achieved the best accuracy of 80.40%. When using the
low-dimensional LDA representation only, the accuracy goes down a bit,
but still at the same level as BOW and it has the advantage that the classifiers are faster and other classifiers could be used (that do not usually run
on high-dimensional data).
Table 3 presents detailed results for each class, for the best run (SVM
classifier with LDA + BOW representation). We present the rate of true
positives, the rate of false positives, the precision, recall and F-measure
for each class. Since the accuracy results over all the classes is good, we
wanted to see if the results are good for all classes, or if they vary by
class. We can see that there are a few classes that seem to be more challenging for the classifier: entertainment and lifestyle. This could be due to
these two classes being a bit ambiguous, with overlapping vocabulary and
topics among the two of them or with the other classes. Perhaps lifestyle
might be considered a bit too vague as a class label. The technology class
is also on the low side; perhaps the vocabulary of this class overlaps with
other classes too, since we are using a lot of technology for entertainment
and other purposes.
Table 3. Results on the FriendFeed dataset for each class, for the SVM classifier
(LDA+BOW representation), by cross-validation.
TP Rate
1.000
1.000
0.459
0.993
0.419
1.000
0.787
1.000
0.921
0.553

FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure Class
0.001
0.989 1.000
0.994 consumers
0.000
1.000 1.000
1.000 education
0.040
0.558 0.484
0.504 entertainment
0.027
0.797 0.989
0.891 incidents
0.045
0.479 0.469
0.439 lifestyle
0.001
0.989 1.000
0.994 politics
0.050
0.629 0.797
0.710 relationships
0.001
0.989 1.000
0.984 science
0.019
0.829 0.941
0.878 social activities
0.026
0.678 0.593
0.606 technology

The results on the second dataset, R8, are shown in Table 4, for classifiers trained on the training parts of the data and tested on the test part.
After stopword removal and stemming, the BOW representation (TF-IDF
values) contained 17387 words as the feature space. We experimented
with each LDA representation separately, without good results; therefore
we chose the combined 6-level representation wit 504 features (8 + 16 +
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32 + 64 + 128 + 256), corresponding to the LDA models with 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, and 256 clusters. For the integrated representation BOW with
LDA topics we had 17891 features (the 504 LDA topics plus the 17387
word features).
The average classification accuracy is very high, compared to a baseline of 49.47% (of a simplistic 8-way classifier that always chooses the
most frequent class, earn in this dataset). The SVM classifier achieved the
best results. These values are in line with state-of-the art results reports
in the literature. We can compare our results with other reported classification results of the same dataset. According to the best of our knowledge, the accuracy of our integrated representation method on the Reuters
R8 dataset, 97%, is higher than any simple and combinatory representation method from related work, which reports accuracies of 88%–95%
[21–23], while 96% was reached with SVM on a complex representation
method based on kernel functions and Latent Semantic Indexing [24].
For our SVM classifier, the LDA-based representation achieved better
accuracy (95.89%) than the BOW representation (93.33%). This is due
to the multi-level representation. When we experimented with each level
separately, the accuracies dropped considerably. The best results over all
the experiments were for SVM with the combined BOW and LDA-based
representation (97.03%), though the representation based only on LDA is
not far behind and it has the advantage of lower dimensionality.
Table 4. Results on the R8 dataset, on the test data (2189 documents).
Representation / Classifier
Baseline
BOW / SVM
LDA Topics / SVM
LDA+BOW / SVM
BOW / NB
LDA Topics / NB
LDA+BOW / NB
BOW / DT
LDA Topics / DT
LDA + BOW / DT

Accuracy
49.47%
93.33%
95.89%
97.03%
95.20%
94.61%
95.52%
91.54%
91.78%
92.10%

For more complete experiments, as a second scenario on the R8 dataset, we also trained and tested the same set of classifiers using 10-fold
cross-validation on the whole dataset, to check the stability of the results
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when training and testing sets are rotationally changed by stratified 10fold cross-validation. The results are presented in Table 5 and they show a
similar trend as the results from Table 4. The SVM classifier with LDA +
BOW representation achieved the best accuracy, while the representation
based only on the multi-level LDA is not far behind and it is better than
the BOW representation.
In Table 6 we show detailed results for each class, for the best classifier, SVM with the combined feature representation, for the cross-validation setting. We can see that performance is very good for all classes,
with one exception for the class grain. This is probably due to the lower
number of instances of this class in the training and test data compared to
the other classes.
Table 5. Results on the R8 dataset, by cross-validation on the whole data.
Representation / Classifier
Baseline
BOW / SVM
LDA Topics / SVM
LDA+BOW / SVM
BOW / NB
LDA Topics / NB
LDA+BOW / NB
BOW / DT
LDA Topics / DT
LDA + BOW / DT

6

Accuracy
51.00%
94.67%
95.89%
97.29%
94.91%
92.57%
94.59%
90.40%
91.73%
91.88%

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

As our experimental results show, we can achieve good classification results by using a low-dimensional representation based on the multi-level
LDA. This representation has the advantage that allows the use of classifiers or clustering algorithms that cannot run on high-dimensional feature spaces. By using a multi-level representation (different generalization levels) we achieved better results than the BOW representation on
both datasets, with the SVM classifier.
The combined BOW and LDA features representation achieved the
best classification performance, and it can be used when there memory
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Table 6. Results on the R8 dataset for each class, for the SVM classifier
(LDA+BOW representation), by cross-validation.
TP Rate
0.982
0.988
0.794
0.914
0.884
0.878
0.945
0.912

FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure Class
0.020
0.954 0.982
0.968 acq
0.011
0.990 0.988
0.989 earn
0.000
0.986 0.794
0.880 grain
0.002
0.921 0.914
0.917 interest
0.002
0.931 0.884
0.907 money-fx
0.001
0.950 0.878
0.913 ship
0.003
0.931 0.945
0.938 trade
0.001
0.977 0.912
0.943 crude

is not a concern, for classifiers that are able to cope with the large vector
spaces. Even in this case, the training and test times can be reduced by
using only the LDA based representation.
Our results show that the first dataset is more difficult to classify than
the second dataset. The reason is that it consists of social media texts,
which are very noisy. In future work, we plan to experiment with more
training data for the FriendFeed dataset (automatically annotated via the
mapping of LDA clusters into the 10 classes), and to design new representation and classification methods that are more appropriate for this
kind of data.
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ABSTRACT
Sentiment analysis and opinion mining are actively explored
nowadays. One of the most important resources for the sentiment
analysis task is sentiment lexicon. This paper presents our study
in building domain-specific sentiment lexicon for Indonesian
language. Our main contributions are (1) methods to expand
sentiment lexicon using sentiment patterns and (2) a technique
to classify the polarity of a word using the sentiment score. Our
method is able to generate sentiment lexicon automatically by
using a small seed of sentiment words, user reviews, and part-ofspeech (POS) tagger. We develop the lexicon for Indonesian language using a set of seed words translated from English sentiment lexicon and expand them using sentiment patterns found in
the user reviews. Our results show that the proposed method can
generate additional lexicon with sentiment accuracy of 77.7%.
KEYWORDS: Sentiment lexicon, natural language processing, under-resourced language, lexicon generation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is one of the most active research
areas today. The rapid growth of social media such as Twitter, Facebook,
forum discussions, etc., has made a huge amount of opinionated data
available on the web. People share their opinion about things they like
or dislike on the web. A person who wants to buy a particular product
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searches for its review on the web. Organizations conduct survey or research to analyze public opinions. As a result, opinion mining has been
used to track public opinions toward entities, i.e products, events, individuals, organizations, topics, etc.
One of the most important resources for sentiment analysis task is
sentiment lexicon. Sentiment lexicon consists of words with its polarity,
whether it is positive or negative. For example, “good” is considered as
positive word and “bad” as negative word. While there are many English
sentiment lexicons available on the web, sentiment lexicons in other languages can be considered very limited or even unavailable. This made
research in sentiment analysis quite difficult for non-English documents.
Therefore, developing sentiment lexicon in other languages is very important.
According to Liu [10], sentiment lexicon generation can be divided
into three approaches, namely manual approach, dictionary-based approach, and corpus-based approach. The first approach is built manually
by human and thus requires considerable resources. The second approach is dictionary-based approach, where a set of seed words is created
manually and then expanded by using a dictionary (thesaurus, WordNet,
etc). The corpus-based approach also uses manually labeled seed words
and then expanded using available corpus data.
Many research works on sentiment lexicon generation have been
done. Most of the research work is applied in English, while for other
languages the research is still growing. Turney and Littman [18] use queries to find candidate English sentiment lexicons from Web search engine. Kanayama and Natsukawa [7] propose an unsupervised method to
detect polar clause in domain-specific documents. Qiu et al. [16] use
double propagation to expand the sentiment lexicon and extract opinion
target in a document. Pérez-Rosas et al. [14] apply dictionary-based approach to build Spanish sentiment lexicon. Kaji and Kitsuregawa [5] uses
massive HTML corpus to build Japanese sentiment lexicon. In their
work, they use structural clues to find polar sentence from Japanese
HTML documents. Banea et al. [1] propose a method for constructing
sentiment lexicons for low-resourced language.
In this paper, we apply corpus-based approach to build Indonesian
sentiment lexicon for a specific target domain. While most of sentiment
lexicon generation techniques rely on the availability of WordNet, in our
case it is not feasible because of the limitation of Indonesian language
resources. Our proposed methods depend on the availability of English
sentiment lexicon, machine translation, part-of-speech (POS) tagger and
online user reviews. Our main contributions in this paper are:
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1. Methods to expand the sentiment lexicon using automatic translation
services and simple pattern-based approaches. We use available English sentiment lexicon and translate them into Indonesian language.
To expand the lexicon, we use user reviews from user-generated content (UGC) and social media data, as they are available and can be
collected easily.
2. Techniques to filter sentiment words and scoring function to determine the polarity of each word.
In this work, we show that although the language resources are limited, we can use other resources, which can be collected easily to build
the lexicon. UGC and social media are quite popular nowadays and
available in almost every language. Those data also contains many public
opinions and very suitable for sentiment analysis research.

2 INDONESIAN SENTIMENT LEXICON GENERATION
2.1 Seed Lexicon
Many research about sentiment lexicon generation use seed words to
build the lexicon. Some use manually built seed lexicon [9] and some
others use seed words taken from dictionary (e.g., [2, 4, 6, 8]). In this
study, we use an available English sentiment lexicon, which has been
widely used in many sentiment analysis research works. The lexicon that
we used in this experiment is OpinionFinder 1 [21] and SentiWordNet.2
In the OpinionFinder, each word is assigned with its polarity; positive,
negative, or objective. It also gives label strong or weak subjectivity to
each word. SentiWordNet is another English sentiment lexicon developed by [4]. This lexicon is built in accordance with WordNet. Each synset is assigned with its subjectivity score. SentiWordNet defines three
score for each synsets; positive, negative, and objective score.
In this study, we aim to build sentiment lexicon with positive and negative subjectivity. We begin by selecting initial seed words to building
the lexicon. We select terms from OpinionFinder with strong positive /
negative polarity. For SentiWordNet, we select adjective synsets with
highest subjectivity score (in this experiment we take terms with score
1
2

http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/opinionfinder
http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it
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above 0.7). These selection criteria help us to choose terms with strong
polarity and use it as seed words.
As we want to build lexicon for Indonesian language, we translate
those seed words into Indonesian. Several problems which occur are
terms which do not have its corresponding terms in Indonesian and some
English terms which have the same translation in Indonesian. The same
problem also happened in the previous research by Wiebe et al. [21],
Wan [19] in using translation to build sentiment lexicon. In this study,
we simply eliminate terms that do not have its corresponding translation
in Indonesian language.
In order to get expansion terms with high precision, we have to ensure
that the selected seed words are opinion words. Therefore, we conduct
two stages of manual evaluation which consist of translation and subjectivity evaluation. For translation evaluation, we eliminate words that
have no translation in Indonesian. Duplicate translations and mistranslated word also removed from the seeds. To evaluate the subjectivity, we
conduct manual evaluation for each word to check whether the translated
word contains the same polarity with the English word.
Table 1 shows the statistics of our seed lexicon. After evaluation,
there are 291 positive words and 517 negative words which we used as
seed words.
Table 1. Statistics of Seed Words
Source Lexicon
Positive Words
Negative Words

#English words
2071
4637

#Translated Words
1161
2392

#Seed Words
291
517

2.2 Sentiment Lexicon Expansion
SENTI-PATTERN (SP). People tend to have similar patterns to express
their opinion. For domain-specific sentiment analysis, these patterns are
useful to analyze opinions about a particular entity. For example, in book
reviews, we can find opinions such as “This book is great” or “This book
is awfull”. Although those opinions have opposite subjectivity, the sentences use the same pattern that clearly states opinions about the book.
In the first approach, we want to find sentiment patterns that are usually found in the user reviews. In the previous study, Pantel and Pennacchiotti [12] use generic patterns to extract semantic relations from raw
text. In this study, our hypothesis is that sentiment patterns that are frequently used by many reviewers can be used to extract new sentiment
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words. Fig. 1 shows the extraction process of SP. In the first step, documents (user reviews) will be divided into sentences. After that, we develop a list of n-grams (n = 3) along with its frequency that are found in
the corpus. We filter the n-grams by only taking n-grams which contains
seed words. Any seed word found in the n-grams is then replaced by the
same tag, i.e. [SENT] to indicate sentiment word position in the n-gram.
Top-N n-grams with highest frequency (we use N=50) are then used as
senti-patterns. Fig. 2 shows example of sentiment patterns found in the
corpus.
We expand the seed words by searching the senti-patterns in the corpus to find candidate sentiment words. At this step, we do not classify
the word polarity as the patterns can contains opinion words with various
polarities. The polarity classification will be done at the filtering step.

Fig. 1. Senti-Pattern (SP) extraction process

tempat yang [SENT]
(‘[SENT] place’)

Fig. 2. Example of Senti-Pattern
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Fig. 3. Senti-Pattern with POS (SP-POS) extraction process

SENTI-PATTERN WITH PART-OF-SPEECH (SP-POS) The SP approach find
new candidate words by using patterns that usually occurred in the documents. However, the approach depends on exact matching to find new
words. In the second approach (SP-POS) we try to develop more general
patterns by using the Part-Of-Speech (POS) information of the n-grams.
At the first step, we apply sentence extraction on the documents. Next,
we conduct POS tagging in order to mark every word in the sentence
with its part-of-speech, based on its definition and context. We use Indonesian POS Tagger developed by Pisceldo et al. [15], which uses probabilistic approach. In the tagging process, seed words found in the sentences are tagged with a special tag, ‘[SENT]’. After that, we extract ngrams (n = 3) from the tagged sentences. We ranks the n-grams based on
their frequency and take top-N (N = 50) n-grams that contain [SENT]
tag as SP-POS. Fig. 3 depicts the overall process to extract SP-POS.
After we develop the SP-POS patterns, we create parallel corpus,
which consists of original sentences and its corresponding tagged sentences (without using seed words). We match the SP-POS patterns to the
tagged sentences, and find n-gram that suitable with the SP-POS patterns, except the [SENT] tag, which can match any word. Finally, we
look for the original words that fit the [SENT] tag in the parallel corpus
and add them to the candidate lexicon.
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Table 2. Negation and Transitional Words

Negation
words
Transitional
words

Tidak (not), enggak (not), nggak (not), engga (not), ga
(no), gak (no), gag (no), bukan (not), tiada (no), non
(not), tak (not), kagak (no), kaga (non)
Tetapi (but), melainkan (but), padahal (whereas),
sedangkan (while), tapi (but), namun (however),
sebaliknya (otherwise)

EXPANSION USING SENTENCE POLARITY (SPO) The next approach expands the seed lexicon using sentence polarity. (Terra and Clarke, 2003)
propose technique to find words that have high similarity based on their
co-occurrence in the corpus. Using the same idea, we try to find new
sentiment words by its occurrences in polar sentences. A sentence is a
polar sentence if it contains seed word(s). We assume that the occurrence
information will implicitly define the relationship between seed words
and candidate word.
EXTRACTING SENTENCE POLARITY To expand the seed lexicon, first we
filter sentences that contain seed words. By default, the sentence polarity
follows the seed word polarity. We also include some cases that may
change the polarity of a sentence by searching transitional and negation
words.
TRANSITIONAL WORDS We detect transitional words that appeared in the
sentences. A subjective sentence may contain more than one polarity, as
people can state what they like and dislike in one sentence. For example,
“While the food is expensive, the taste is very delicious”. In that sentence, we can find two kind of sentiment with different polarity. The reviewer likes the food but does not like the price of that food. Here, we
list words that may change the polarity of a sentence. For this kind of
sentence, we split the sentence into two sub-sentences with different polarity.
NEGATION WORDS We also detect negation words, such as “no” and
“not” in the sentences. Negation words are used to detect polarity shifting.
SELECTING CANDIDATE WORDS After extract the polarity of sentence,
we calculate polarity score of each word in the sentence. We adopt the
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Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1989) to estimate polarity value. For each word w in the corpus, we calculate its two
polarity score, positive polarity (pos_polarity) and negative polarity
(neg_polarity). Sentiment polarity of a word w will have higher value
when it frequently occurred in sentiment sentences. Sentiment polarity
value is estimated as follows:
𝑝𝑜𝑠_𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑤) = log 2

𝑝(𝑤, 𝑝𝑜𝑠)
,
𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠)
𝑓(𝑤) ∙
𝑁

𝑛𝑒𝑔_𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑤) = log 2

𝑝(𝑤, 𝑛𝑒𝑔)
,
𝑓(𝑛𝑒𝑔)
𝑓(𝑤) ∙
𝑁

(1)

(2)

where p(w, pos) is the occurrence likelihood of word w in the positive
sentences, f(w) is the frequency of sentences which contain word w,
f(pos) is frequency of positive sentences, and N is total number of sentences. The same definition applied for negative polarity. We compute
p(w, pos) and p(w,neg) as follows:

𝑝(𝑤, 𝑝𝑜𝑠) =

𝑓(𝑤,𝑝𝑜𝑠)
,
𝑁

(3)

𝑝(𝑤, 𝑛𝑒𝑔) =

𝑓(𝑤,𝑛𝑒𝑔)
,
𝑁

(4)

where 𝑓(𝑤,𝑝𝑜𝑠) is the frequency of positive sentences that contain word w.
2.3 Filtering Expansion Terms
OPINION FILTERING We apply opinion filtering to remove non-sentiment
words from the candidate sentiment words. Several study on sentiment
analysis show that adjective words is effective to increase accuracy [3,
13]. In this phase, we simply remove non-adjective words based on our
random observation that sentiment words are usually adjectives.
SENTIMENT DETECTION As lexicon expansion only collect candidate sentiment words without determining its polarity, in this step we detect sentiment of each candidate word. We detect the polarity of a word by calculate its two sentiment score, sent_pos(w) and sent_ neg(w):
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𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑤)

𝑃(𝑥|𝑝𝑜𝑠)
𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠)
=
,
𝑃(𝑥|𝑝𝑜𝑠) 𝑃(𝑥|𝑛𝑒𝑔)
+
𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠)
𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔)

(5)

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑔(𝑤)

𝑃(𝑥|𝑛𝑒𝑔)
𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔)
=
,
𝑃(𝑥|𝑝𝑜𝑠) 𝑃(𝑥|𝑛𝑒𝑔)
+
𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠)
𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔)

(6)

where P(x|pos) is the number of positive seed words in positive documents and P(x|neg) is the number of positive seed words in negative documents. P(pos) and P(neg) is the number of positive and negative documents. A word is considered positive if its positive score is higher than
negative score and vice versa.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Dataset
In this study, we use three kind of dataset collected from social media
data. We focus on domain specific sentiment lexicon, so we collect data
from tourism domain. Dataset used in this experiment are collected from
TripAdvisor3, Twitter, and OpenRice4. TripAdvisor and OpenRice are
user generated content (UGC) which contains reviews about Indonesian
tourism and restaurants. We collect reviews from both sites and assign
polarity value (negative or positive) based on the review ratings. As they
use rating scale 1–5, we assign review with ratings (1–2) as negatives
and (4–5) as positives. For Twitter data, we collect tweets using query
about tourism sites in Indonesia. As building human annotated Twitter
corpus requires considerable resources, we collect Twitter corpus using
query that contains emoticons, i.e :-), :), :(, :-(, etc. We assume that a
tweet is a subjective if it is contain emoticons and classify the tweets
using positive and negative emoticons. Statistics of our dataset are shown
in Table 3.
3
4

http://www.tripadvisor.co.id
http://id.openrice.com
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Table 3. Dataset Statistics

Source
TripAdvisor
OpenRice
Twitter

# positive reviews
1139
3553
8435

# negative reviews
229
297
3381

3.2 Lexicon Evaluation
Lexicon evaluation was done manually by two annotators with Kappa
value 0.729, which is considered substantial agreement. Both annotators
judge the subjectivity and polarity for each candidate word. In subjective
evaluation, annotators are asked to judge whether a candidate word is a
sentiment word or not. Furthermore, for polarity evaluation, annotators
are asked to judge whether a candidate word is positive or negative.
EXPANSION RESULTS From the lexicon expansion phase, all the three approaches can generate a number of candidate lexicons. SP and SP-POS
generate a fair number of words as they use exact matching with patterns.
SPo generates a large number of candidate words, because it uses word
occurrences in sentences. The result of seed expansion process is shown
in Table 4. This table shows the percentage (%inc) of lexicon increment
relative to the initial lexicon (seed words).
Table 4. Seed Expansion Results

Dataset
TripAdvisor
Twitter
Openrice

SP
86%
203%
185%

%inc
SP-POS
132%
168%
172%

SPo
2624%
5682%
4740%

FILTERING RESULTS Tables 5 and 6 report the filtering result. We use
two evaluation metrics; %inc to shows the number of new candidate
words relative to the initial seed words and %acc to shows the accuracy
of candidate words.
The opinion filtering results are shown in Table 5. As seen from the
tables, after opinion filtering, SP generates candidate words with highest
accuracy (89%) but with lowest expansion (23.98%). This is because SP
generates specific sentiment patterns that not always occurred in the document (exact matching). On the other hand, SP-POS achieves 71.63%
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accuracy but can expand the lexicon with the highest percentage at
105.33%. SP-POS can generate more candidate lexicon because it uses
generalized patterns, which use part-of-speech information. SPo yields
lowest accuracy (41.91%) with lexicon increment at 92.12%. SPo fails
to generate candidate words with good accuracy because it rely on word
occurrence in sentences, so that any words that frequently appear can
become candidate sentiment words. The algorithm finds the correlation
between words with assumption that a review sentence will contains
more than one sentiment word. However, based on our observation, a
review sentence does not always contain more than one sentiment words.
Table 5. Opinion Filtering Results
SP
SP-POS
SPo
%inc
%acc
%inc
%acc
%inc
%acc
TripAdvisor 16.95% 97.5%
73.73% 75.60% 76.27% 41.51%
Twitter
16.75% 75.0% 101.83% 69.67% 86.13% 45.41%
Openrice
38.24% 94.5% 140.44% 69.63% 113.97% 38.80%
All
23.98% 89.00% 105.33% 71.63% 92.12% 41.91%
Dataset

From the dataset perspective, SP and SP-POS generates best result
with TripAdvisor dataset because it contains reviews with good sentence
structure. SPo produces best result with Twitter because the algorithm
does not count on the sentence structure and Twitter has the highest number of documents to construct correlation between seed words and candidate words.
The sentiment detection results are shown in Table 6. From the overall
results, we can see that polarity detection accuracy for positive words is
always better than negative words. This is because the dataset that we
used in this study contains more positive documents then negative documents. Based on the results, we can see that our approach to detect polarity of a word produce consistent accuracy for all kind of dataset.
Table 6. Sentiment Detection Results
Dataset
SP
SP-POS
SPo
All

TripAdvisor
positive negative
91.20%
66.70%
77.70%
84.90%
56.50%
43.00%
75.13% 64.87%

Twitter
positive negative
90.50%
61.10%
76.20%
60.60%
52.90%
52.40%
73.20% 58.03%

OpenRice
positive negative
91.60%
57.90%
84%
61%
50.30%
47.30%
75.30% 55.40%
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4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose our approaches in building domain specific
sentiment lexicon for Indonesian language. Our main contributions are:
(1) methods to expand sentiment lexicon using sentiment patterns; and
(2) techniques to classify the polarity of a word using sentiment score.
The process start by translating English sentiment words to build seed
lexicon. The seed lexicon is then expanded using senti-patterns (SP and
SP-POS) and similarity with polar sentence (SPo) to produce candidate
sentiment words. Finally, we apply two stages of filtering process, opinion filtering and sentiment detection to generate final list of expanded
sentiment lexicon.
We test our proposed methods to build Indonesian sentiment lexicon
for tourism domain with three kind of dataset which is different in the
level of sentence structure. Yet, using the same techniques, it is also possible to implement this technique in other under-resourced languages,
which can provide seed lexicon, POS tagger, and user reviews.
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A BSTRACT
Checking the truth value of political statements is difficult. Fact
checking computationally has therefore not been very successful.
An alternative to checking the truth value of a statement is to
not consider the facts that are stated, but the way the statement
is expressed. Using linguistic features from seven computational
linguistic algorithms, we investigated whether truth-false statements and the definitiveness with which the statement is expressed
can be predicted using linguistic features. In a training set we
found that both distinctiveness and truthfulness of the statement
predicted linguistic variables. These variables corresponded to
those mentioned in deception literature. Next, we used a new set
of political statements and determined whether the same linguistic variables would be able to predict the definitiveness and truthfulness of the statement. Given the fact that the political statements are short, one-sentence statements, allowing for a large
variability in linguistic variables, discriminant analyses showed
that the function obtained from the training set allowed for an accurate classification of 57 − 59% of the data. These findings are
encouraging, for instance for first analysis on the truth value and
verifiability of political statements.

1

I NTRODUCTION

In a speech, Rick Santorum, runner for the Republican presidential nomination, 2011, said: “[T]hey have voluntary euthanasia in the Netherlands, but half the people who are euthanized every year, and it’s 10 percent of all deaths for the Netherlands, half of those people are euthanized
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involuntarily at hospitals because they are older and sick.” Political statements like these might sound convincing and definite. Yet, it is unclear
whether these statements are actually true. Finding out whether they are
takes a considerable amount of investigative work.
One can investigate the number of deaths and euthanizations in the
Netherlands and conclude that the statement is false. Such a task can perhaps be performed computationally, whereby a computational algorithm
interprets a statement, tracks down the facts, and compares the truth value
of these facts. However, a successful algorithm is not yet on the computational linguistic horizon [1]. An alternative might lie not so much in
identifying the truth value of the facts being stated, but in investigating
the style a statement is expressed in.
Speakers generally follow guidelines for a smooth conversation, summarized by [2] in four maxims of communication. The maxim of quantity postulates that the speaker should not say more, or less, than what is
needed, the maxim of relation postulates the speaker should be relevant
to the purposes of the conversation, and the maxim of manner postulates
the speaker should be clear and orderly. Importantly for the current paper,
the maxim of quality states “do not say what you believe to be false” and
“do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence”.
Some political statements, like the one by Rick Santorum quoted earlier, happen to be false and lack any evidence. We can investigate whether
the style of the statement gives away cues that indicate the speaker is not
quite sure that he says what s/he believes to be true and only says that for
which s/he has adequate evidence. Such an investigation on determining
the definitiveness and the truthfulness of political statements is the topic
of this paper.
A politician may use a formal style of language in order to create the
impression that s/he presents precise, objective information, while s/he
really wants to hide the exact details of his/her policy [3]. If the speakers
purposefully violate Grice’s maxim of quality, they leave non-linguistic
and linguistic footprints in their attempts to hide the truth [4].
There is of course a distinction between not quite telling the truth and
actual deceiving. A speaker might not tell the truth because s/he does not
have the facts readily available but needs to say something, or because
the facts cannot be stated because of political, strategic, or social reasons
(maxim of relevance). However, regardless of the motivating behind hiding the truth, the non-linguistic and linguistic footprints in the speaker’s
attempts to hide the truth might actually be the same in deception and
non-truth telling: in both cases the speaker has an increased cognitive
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load because of not wanting to tell the truth, even though the motivations
behind not telling the truth might be different.
There are various studies that report on verbal and non-verbal footprints left behind in deception. For instance, in the context of police interviews people telling a lie used fewer illustrations, had an increase in
pauses, and an increase in the latency period, most likely due to the increased cognitive load, i.e., the focus on both not telling the truth and
the actual telling the truth [5]. A review of 116 deception studies by [4]
showed that lies had more verbal and vocal uncertainty, less verbal and
vocal immediacy, were more ambivalent, less plausible and had less logical structure, with less contextual embedding.
DePaulo et al. [4] found that deceptive communication had fewer
first-person singular pronouns, fewer third-person pronouns, more negative emotion words (e.g., hate, anger, enemy), fewer exclusive words
(e.g., but, except), and more motion verbs (e.g., walk, move, go). [6] investigated statements from speakers who were asked to be deceptive in
asynchronous computer-mediated communication (CMC). Participants
were asked to write stories on five different topics, with one group of participants asked to not tell the truth. The untrue stories consisted of fewer
words, fewer first person pronouns, more questions, and more words pertaining to senses (e.g., see, listen). This finding is consistent with [7] findings.
DePaulo et al. [4] argued that the motivation to not tell the truth plays
an important role in the linguistic features of the statements. The settings
of typical laboratory experiments lack a participant’s motivation. That is,
when untrue statements in society are investigated the stakes are higher.
In the case of a politician not telling the truth could mean the difference
between being considered credible or not, between voted into office or
not. It can therefore be expected that the verbal footprints are more easily
to detect than when speakers are less motivated to tell or hide the truth.
Much of the literature investigating linguistic cues in statements where
the speaker says what he/she believes to be false uses passages or paragraphs. Indeed, if verbal footprints of not telling the truth are left, they
will be more obvious when more data from a speaker is available. However, there often is only limited data available. Twitter messages, Facebook comments, or other brief comments do not allow for lengthy text. In
addition while the overall message of a conversation may not be false, individual statements within it may be inaccurate or fabricated. Therefore,
even though it might be easier to detect deception in large text samples [6,
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7], the current study investigated whether linguistic cues from short political statements also predict definitiveness and truthfulness.
We used statements from politifact.com [8], because they consist of
recent relatively short—on average approximately 18 words—statements
from a variety of politicians that are checked on their accuracy.
Politifact is a project of the Tampa Bay Times, a Florida-based media organization, which won the prestigious Pulitzer Prize for its fact
checking during the 2008 presidential election campaigns. Statements
include those by members of congress, state legislators, governors, mayors, the president, cabinet secretaries, lobbyists, people who testify before Congress etc. Politifact uses the following categories to represent
the truthfulness of a statement:
–
–
–
–

True: The statement is accurate
Mostly true: The statement is accurate but needs clarification
Half true: The statement is partially accurate
Mostly false: The statement contains an element of truth but ignores
some information
– False: the statement is not accurate
– Pants on fire: The statement is absurdly false
These six categories allow for two pieces of information. First, statements can be categorized in true and false statements. However, we can
do this on the basis of a strict criterion (true versus false and pants on fire)
or a more lenient criterion (true and mostly true versus false, mostly false
and pants on fire). We also did a different analysis by making a distinction in truthfulness (regardless of whether the distinction is made based
on a strict or lenient criterion) is the definitiveness of the truth or false
value. Half true statements are half true and half false, and therefore are
not definitive; it can be expected that stylistic cues give away to what extent the speaker expresses a statement in a more (true/false) or less (half
true/false) way; see Table 1.
The Politifact statements and the 2 definitiveness × 2 truthfulness
(strict and lenient) categories allow us to train the linguistic characteristics of each political statement on its respective category. The resulting
categorization function from this training can then be tested on a test set
of new political statements.
2

L INGUISTIC F EATURES

To train the model, a wide range of computational linguistic dimensions
was selected, including syntactic and semantic algorithms. These algo-
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Table 1. Overview of the politifact categories
True
Definitive
Indefinitive

False

Strict true
Lenient true, mostly true

false, pants on fire
false, mostly false,
pants on fire

half-true

rithms can, generally, be classified into general structural (e.g., word
count), syntactic (e.g., connectives) and semantic (e.g., word choice) dimensions of language. Five different algorithms were used, categorized
in Figure 1.
For general linguistic features, we used the frequency of 67 linguistic features used in [9]. These features in primarily operate at the word
level (e.g., parts-of-speech) and can be categorized as tense and aspect
markers, place and time adverbials, pronouns and pro-verbs, questions,
nominal forms, passives, stative forms, subordination features, prepositional phrases, adjectives and adverbs, lexical specificity, lexical classes,
modals, specialized verb classes, reduced forms and dispreferred structures, and co-ordinations and negations.
For WordNet [10] 150,000 words in 44 base types were selected, including 25 primitive groups for nouns (e.g. time, location, person etc.),
15 for verbs (e.g. communication, cognition, etc.), 3 groups of adjectives
and 1 group of adverbs.
The linguistic category model (LCM) gives insight into the interpersonal language use. The model consists of a classification of interpersonal (transitive) verbs that are used to describe actions or psychological
states and adjectives that are employed to characterize persons. In order
to capture the various emotions expressed by the statement we have used
the emotion words given by [11], classified into two classes broadly basic emotions (anger, fear, disgust, happiness etc.) and complex emotions
(guilt, pity, tenderness etc.). The basic emotions indicate no cognitive
load hence they are also called as raw emotions, whereas the complex
emotions indicate cognitive load.
Interclausal relationships were captured using [12] parameterization,
including positive additive, (also, moreover), negative additive (however,
but), positive temporal (after, before), negative temporal (until), and causal
(because, so) connectives. In order to get the frequencies of the words we
have used CELEX database [13]. The CELEX database consists of 17.9
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connectives

structural

semantic

syntactic

1

general
linguistic
features

word count
CELEX 7

2
bag of
words

social

rating

affect

conceptual

interpersonal

LCM 3

emotions

4

WordNet

5

MRC

6

Fig. 1. Overview of computational linguistic algorithms used. 1 Louwerse (2002),
2
Biber (1988), 3 Semin & Fiedler (1991), 4 Johnson-Laird & Oatley (1989),
5
Miller et al. (1990), 6 Coltheart (1981), 7 Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers
(1995)

million words taken from both spoken (news wire and telephonic conversations) and written (newspapers and books) corpora.
In addition, we used the MRC Psycholinguistic Database [14], to
get linguistic measures such as familiarity, concreteness, imaginability
and meaningfulness. For each political statement collected from Politifact.com [8] we processed the features for the 7 computational linguistic
algorithm, normalized for the number of words per statements, and the
scores were treated as a vector.
3

T RAINING

A total of 1576 political statement were downloaded from Politifact.com
sentences) as training data. These political statements came from April,
2012. The break down of the various categories for the training data are
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as follows: 21% true, 19% mostly true, 22% half true, 15% mostly false,
and 23% false.
4

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

A mixed effects regression model was run on each of the linguistic features with the category as independent variable and individual speaker
as a random factor, to avoid any speaker bias [13]. The model was fitted
using the restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) for the dependent. F-test denominator degrees of freedom were estimated using the
Kenward-Roger’s degrees of freedom adjustment to reduce the chances
of Type I error [15].
We predicted that those patterns found in the deception studies discussed earlier would be found in the computational linguistic scores.
4.1

Truthfulness

As the results of the mixed effect regression model in Table 3 shows,
truthfulness explained the variance of 20 linguistic variables, with similar
patterns and variables for the strict and lenient categories.
The results show that various verb categories (cognitive, communicative, modals, predicated modals) explain the difference in truthfulness, a
finding in line with the idea that these verbs increase verbal immediacy
and cognitive load. The results in Table 3 are also in line with [4, 6, 7, 16,
17] who have all shown that negative emotions are related to deception,
in our analysis emotions came to significance while classifying between
true and false in the lenient case.
To put the findings reported in Table 3 in perspective, we linked each
of the findings to a corresponding finding in the deception literature using
the studies reported in Table 2.
4.2

Definitiveness

As the results of the mixed effect regression model in Table 4 shows,
definitiveness explained the variance of 20 linguistic variables. Importantly, the direction of the significant linguistic features is similar across
the strict and lenient categories. In both strict and lenient cases, variables
such as concreteness, word count, variety in the tokens in the statement,
positive connectives, has shown up to be significant. The results indicate
that if the statement is more concrete or has high imagery score then
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Table 2. Relevant Deception Studies. The number listed in the first column corresponds to the number used in the first column of the results.
ref
1
2
3
4
5
6

Literature
Newman et al., (2003) [7]
Tausczik & Pennebaker, (2010) [16]
Hancock, et al, (2007) [6]
DePaulo et al., (2003) [4]
Toma & Hancock (2010) [17]
Louwerse, et al., (2010) [18]

Table 3. Variables that explain truthfulness of a political statements. First
columns gives references to deception literature. Superscript in the second column gives reference to the computational linguistic model. Last columns give the
t-values to show the direction of the effect (**: p ≤ 0.01, *: 0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05).

Ref
1, 3, 4 ,5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1 ,2
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2
1
2
1

1, 3, 4 ,5
1, 3, 4 ,5
1, 3, 4 ,5
1
3,5

Language Features
Positive connectives1
Caused Emotions4
Social verbs5
Emotion verbs5
Cognitive verbs5
Communication verbs5
Possession verbs5
Prepositions2
Second person pronouns2
Modal verbs2
Numbers2
CELEX frequency7
Temporal positive connectives1
Additive positive connectives1
Temporal connectives1
Private verbs2
Predicated Modality2
Emphatics1
Brown Frequency6

Strict
-2.13*
1.07
1.59
1.17
1.69
2.40*
1.99*
-2.6**
2.59*
1.74
-2.02*
-2.57*
-1.14
-2.17*
-1.16
2.34*
1.50
-2.17*
2.34*

Condition
Lenient
-3.04**
2.01*
2.90**
2.93**
3.56**
4.18**
3.03**
-3.49**
3.29**
3.8**
-2.99**
-3.2**
-3.24**
-2.9**
-2.81**
2.04*
3.05**
-1.71
2.1*

it is more likely to be an indefinite(half true) statement, than a definite
(true/false) statement. This corresponds with the literature. [16] indicate
pronoun use, emotionally toned words, and prepositions and conjunctions that signal cognitive load are linked to behavioral and emotional
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Table 4. Language features that help in detecting definitiveness of the truth value
in the statement. First columns gives references to deception literature. Superscript in the second column gives reference to the computational linguistic model.
Last columns give the t-values to show the direction of the effect (**: p ≤ 0.01,
*: p ≤ 0.05).

Ref
3, 5
4

Language Features
Word Count7
Token types7
Concreteness with type6
Concreteness with token6
1, 3, 4, 5
Positive connectives1
1, 3, 4 ,5
Additive positive connectives1
1, 3, 4, 5
Additives1
Consumption Verbs5
1
Communication Verbs5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6 State Action Verbs3
Public Verbs2
1
Prepositions2
1
Auxiliary Verbs2

Condition
Strict Lenient
-3.96** -3.79**
3.23*
3.6*
-2.08*
-2.3*
-2.71*
-2.7*
-2.64*
-2.4*
-2.30*
-2*
-2.54*
-1.85
-2.20* -2.04*
-2.08*
-2.2*
-2.49*
-1.57
2.48*
2*
-3.66** -2.9**
2.54**
1.64

outcomes. Similarly, [7] indicate that self-references, negative emotion
words and cognitive complexity play an important role when people try
to deceive. In our analysis we find that connectives help in classifying between definite and indefinite sentences, with higher frequencies of connectives yielding more complex sentences and consequently higher cognitive load.
5

T ESTING

A total of 1597 political statements from January 2013 were downloaded
as a test set. The breakdown of the various categories for the test data
are as follows: 14% true, 30.8% false, 16.7% mostly-true, 15.2% mostlyfalse and 22.4% half-true statements.
As the sizes of the categories of statements are not equal, this makes
the discriminant analysis classify all the instances of the classes to the
post popular class in data. In order to make sure that we have not made a
special selection of statements that make the two classes, we conducted
1000 Monte Carlo simulations on both truthfulness and definiteness cases,
and also in their strict and lenient sub cases, to pick two equal classes, for
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discriminant analysis. This also helps to improve the robustness of our
classification.
In order to make sure that we do not overfit the model with all the
variables that came to significance in the mixed effect regression model,
we selected a random set from the 1000 sets created by the Monte Carlo
simulations from the strict case of both, True Vs. False, and Definite
(true/false) Vs. Indefinite(half true) classification. Then selected the smallest set of variables in each case that classify them into their respective
classes. In case of True Vs. False, we got the best result for the classification by taking the variables, social verbs, modal verbs, numbers, private
verbs and brown frequency.
In the case of classification between definite and Indefinite statements, we got the best classification on the random set, by using the
variables word count, prepositions, token types, concreteness with token
types, positive connectives and additives.
We have used the same variables for the classification in the strict
and the lenient case. The results of the classification are in shown in the
Table 5 and Table 6. In case of classifying between the True and False
statements, communication verbs (announce, argue, express etc.), social
verbs (observe, upgrade, permit etc.) and modal verbs (can, could, may
etc.) which indicate cognitive load and verbal immediacy were significant. These categories of words are also referred in the deception literature [7]; [16], indicating that even in constricted context these categories
help in classifying true and false statements.
In case of classifying between the definite and indefinite statements in
both strict and lenient case, we are able to classify significantly between
the cases with accuracy of about 58% on an average over 1000 runs. The
classification is more significant in the strict case compared to the lenient
case. Table 5 shows the results averaged over 1000 runs for strict and
lenient case, which we obtained for classifying the statements into true
and false. The results indicate that we need more context in classifying
true and false statements, as in the lenient case we are able to classify
between the true and false cases more significantly.
Table 6 indicates the accuracy for classifying between definite and
indefinite statements in strict and lenient cases. Even though the accuracy
on average over 1000 runs is only 59% given that chance is 50%, it is a
significant result as we are analyzing the statements with very few words.
The classification in the strict case and the lenient cases the classification
are significant. The significance of classification is smaller in the lenient
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Table 5. Classification between true and false statements
Strict True False
Overall
True 42.6% 57.4%
56.8%
False 28.9% 71.1%
2
χ (1, N = 5) = 16.89, p < 0.024
Lenient True False
Overall
True 44.7% 55.3%
55.9%
False 32.8% 67.2%
χ2 (1, N = 5) = 23.67, p < 0.0041
Table 6. Classification between Definite and Indefinite Statements
Strict True False
Overall
True 59.2% 41.8%
57.9%
False 43.5% 56.5%
χ2 (1, N = 6) = 27.54, p < 0.002
Lenient True False
Overall
True 56.6% 43.4%
55.9%
False 44% 56%
2
χ (1, N = 6) = 17.4, p < 0.04

case, this is due to the fact the mostly-true, half-true, and mostly false are
contiguous on the deception scale.

6

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This study investigated whether linguistic features can be predicting the
truth value and the definitiveness of the truth value in short political statements. Using a training set of one-sentence political statements, we investigated whether linguistic features obtained from seven computational
linguistic algorithms across syntactic, semantic and structural dimensions
showed a relationship with truthfulness and definitiveness. We thereby
used a strict criterion and a more lenient criterion. Results showed that a
similar set of linguistic variables explained these categories. In a testing
set of a new set of political statements we then tested whether the same
variables explained the truthfulness and definitiveness categories. The results showed they did, supporting the conclusion that linguistic features
can help determining to what extent political statements are true and to
what extent this decision can be made with certainty.
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Interestingly, the linguistic variables that have been identified as predictors of truthfulness and definitiveness match the variables that have
been identified as linguistic cues to deception. A large body of literature
has investigated whether deceivers leave linguistic footprints in their deception. However, rather than with the purpose of deceiving, we assume
that the speakers of the short political statements of the current study had
valid reasons to not quite tell the truth. The findings reported here might
not overwhelm. A 55-60% discrimination score is not high. Yet, the fact
that such a score is significant, that the variables behind the score are consistent across training and testing, and that this score is obtained with a
small language unit (about one sentence), makes the findings reported in
the current study remarkable nonetheless.
The computational linguistic means of predicting truthfulness and
definitiveness should certainly not stand on their own in evaluating short
political statements. However, they can fulfill a supporting role. Computational linguistic algorithms such as the ones discussed can identify
whether statements can be easily checked and whether there is an initial
likelihood that supporting evidence can or cannot be found. In the day
and age of Twitter and Facebook with many short statements, having a
tool that filters whether a statement is the truth and nothing but the truth
or not, might be very welcome.
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Label Pre-annotation for Building
Non-projective Dependency Treebanks for French
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A BSTRACT
The current interest in accurate dependency parsing make it necessary to build dependency treebanks for French containing both
projective and non-projective dependencies. In order to alleviate the work of the annotator, we propose to automatically preannotate the sentences with the labels of the dependencies ending on the words. The selection of the dependency labels reduces
the ambiguity of the parsing. We show that a maximum entropy
Markov model method reaches the label accuracy score of a standard dependency parser (MaltParser). Moreover, this method allows to find more than one label per word, i.e. the more probable
ones, in order to improve the recall score. It improves the quality of the parsing step of the annotation process. Therefore, the
inclusion of the method in the process of annotation makes the
work quicker and more natural to annotators.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Dependency-based methods for syntactic parsing have become increasingly popular in natural language processing in recent years [1]. Most
proposed approaches for dependency parsing are data-driven and require
large sets of manually annotated sentences, called treebanks. Obviously,
annotating such data is very costly and time consuming. One usual way to
alleviate the burden of manual annotation is to automatically pre-annotate
the data, so that annotators only have to validate pre-annotated sentences.
Available treebanks for French are constituency treebanks that were
converted into dependency ones, e.g. [2]. While the conversion method
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that was used is able to generate non-projective dependency structures
[3], constituency trees are always projective. It is then not surprising that
converted dependency trees do not reflect non-projective relations. As a
consequence, data-driven dependency parsers trained on these converted
treebanks fail to produce non-projective dependency structures. Developing a French treebank that contains non-projective trees is therefore
necessary for improving parsing accuracy.
A relevant work in this direction is that of Dikovsky [4]. Dikovsky
proposed a framework for jointly constructing a treebank and a grammar for French (CDGFr). The result of this work is a treebank consisting of 3030 sentences annotated with dependency structures (projective
and non-projective) along with an annotation environment called CDG
Lab [5].
In CDG Lab, annotating a sentence is a three-step process. The first
step is the manual pre-annotation of the sentence. It consists of selecting
either a grammatical class or a dependency label for each word through
a selection form. The computational time of the second step, the dependency analysis, is exponentially proportional to the number of selected labels per word. So, the selection of one label per word restrains the search
space of the grammar-based analysis and then make the analysis practical. The last step is a manual validation.
Filling the selection form is a tedious task for the annotators. In this
paper, we propose to automatize the sentence pre-annotation step in order to alleviate the work of the annotator through the building of large
dependency treebanks. We replace the selection form by a method using a maximum entropy Markov model to provide dependency labels and
selecting one or more dependency labels for each word depending on
their probability score. The method reaches the label accuracy scores of a
standard data-driven parser, MaltParser [6], in addition to providing more
than one label per word. Moreover, this number can be controlled to impact positively the grammar-based dependency parsing. Then, the parsing
step becomes a trade-off between the preservation of a high recall score
and acceptable parsing time in order to reduce the error correction rate
and therefore the whole time of the annotation process. Finally, the use
of the automatic label pre-annotation tool facilitates and speeds up the
creation of new large French dependency treebanks containing both projective and non-projective trees.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first
review the related work on methods for building dependency treebanks.
In Section 3, we present the background of dependency parsing and de-
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scribe the process of annotating a sentence in CDGLab. Then, we detail
our automatic pre-annotation method in Section 4 and examine the results
in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the benefit of the pre-annotation process
in the building of dependency treebanks in Section 6 and conclude.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Dependency treebanks are now available for many languages [7]. Depending on the available tools and resources, sentences may be fully or
partially annotated with Part-Of-Speech tags and dependency relations.
On the one hand, conversion methods can be applied to convert constituency treebanks to dependency ones. The converted treebanks require
no or very few corrections after conversion due to the quality and quantity of the syntactic and grammatical information given by the original
constituency treebanks. Such kind of method has been applied to French
and also to English through the building of the Penn Treebank [8].
On the other hand, the development of large treebanks requires several
automatic and manual steps. The automated steps occur on various levels
of analysis (segmentation, POS-tagging, parsing) and require the validation of the annotators. The benefit over the conversion methods is to be
independent from other formalisms like the constituent one. For example,
the annotation process of the Prague Dependency Treebank [9] includes
its own level of analysis (e.g. morphological, analytical, tectogrammatical). Furthermore, many tasks on treebanks building exploit the performance of a data-driven dependency parser, such as the MaltParser [6]
: this is the case for various work (e.g. for Indonesian [10], Latin [11],
Turkish [12]) to pre-annotate their data.
An example of a dependency treebank built from scratch is the speech
dependency treebank for French. Here, Cerisara et al. [13] perform a
manual segmentation step before the tagging and parsing steps. Nevertheless, in our work, we do not want to use a converted treebank to train
a model because it does not include non-projective trees. And, in order
to provide trees consistent with the CDGFr, we do not use a data-driven
parser.
The automatic pre-annotation process often includes POS-tagging. In
the case of non-projective dependency parsing, Alfared et al. [14] showed
that the upstream disambiguation of POS-tagging is not sufficient to disambiguate in grammar-based parsing. Our annotation process uses a preannotation step to select one or more dependency labels for each word
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as well as the POS. The spirit of this particular task is in the way of supertagging [15]. However, here we want to predict a single information,
the dependency label rather than a complex structure like a type (Categorial Grammar) or an elementary tree (Tree-Adjoining Grammar). The
complexity of this task is halfway between POS-tagging and supertagging.
3
3.1

A NNOTATION F RAMEWORK
Background

The dependency representation allows representing both projective and
non-projective relations that exist in natural languages. A dependency
tree containing at least one non-projective dependency is called nonl
projective. For a dependency h →
− d the label l represents the function
binding the head h with the dependent d. Such a dependency is nonprojective if at least one word located between the head and the dependent of the dependency does not depend on the head. Figure 1 presents
an example of a non-projective dependency tree where the non-projective
dependency connects a verb with a distant clitic.
qu

clit-d-obj

S

aux-d
pred

⚓ Y avez -vous pensé ?
Fig. 1. Dependency tree for the sentence “Y avez-vous pensé ?” (“Did you think
about it ?”) The clitic “y” (“it”) depends on the verb “pense” (“think”). It refers
to the indirect object of the verb (dative case).

The categorial dependency grammar of French [4], used to build the
trees, has 116 different dependency labels. All dependencies with the
same label describes specific information about the syntax of French.
Most of the dependency labels can be gathered into larger syntactic groups
describing more general information. For example, objects are separated
into 7 dependency labels differentiating the grammatical cases (dative,
accusative, etc.). Most of the dependency labels (89) are exclusively associated with projective dependencies. But some of them can be associated both with projective and non-projective dependencies. Among the 23
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dependency labels that can be combined with non-projective dependencies, the most frequent ones are clitics, negatives, objects, reflexives and
copredicates. Four dependency labels are exclusively associated to nonprojective dependencies, they are particular cases of aggregation, copula,
comparison and negation.
The categorial dependency grammar of French, the non-projective
dependency treebank and the parsing and treebank development environment that we use in this study is not yet publicly available, we have recovered them directly from the authors. In our work we use a treebank made
up of sentences of various grammatical styles. A large part of these sentences (64%) were initialy used to develop the grammar of French. The
whole corpus gathers several corpora composed of sentences from newspaper, 19th and 20th century literary works and plain language. We will
call the joining of these treebanks the CDG Treebank. It is composed of 3
030 sentences (42691 words). Each sentence is paired with a dependency
tree. The number of non-projective trees reaches 41.2% of the CDG Treebank. But, among all the dependencies, the non-projective ones represent
3.8% of all dependencies. The rate of non-projective dependencies varies
from 1.3% to 4.9% according to the corpus.1
modif
S
pred

fs

a-obj
det

cm

⚓ Il ferme les yeux , aveuglé .
Fig. 2. Dependency tree for the sentence “Il ferme les yeux, aveuglé.” (“He closes
his eyes, blinded.”). The modifier “aveuglé” (“blinded”) depends on the subject
“il” (“he”).

3.2

Annotation Process

The annotation process we propose includes four steps :
– sentence segmentation;
1

The sentences that were used to develop the grammar were choosed to cover all
the syntactic phenomenon of French including the non-projective ones. Consequently, the rate of non-projective dependencies is more significant in the
development corpus.
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– automatic label prediction;
– dependency analysis;
– validation of the dependency tree.
The sentence segmentation is performed through a segmentation module
which selects the longer lists of tokens recognizable by the lexical version
of the CDGFr2 . Here, we focus on the second step for which the role is
to select the proper dependency label of each word3 . Here, we call “the
label of a word” the label of the dependency coming from the head to the
word that is the dependent of the dependency. These labels correspond
to the grammar’s categories. For example, the labels of the words for the
sentence used in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3.

Il ferme les yeux , aveuglé .
pred

S

det a-obj cm modif fs

Fig. 3. The corresponding labels of the words for the sentence “Il ferme les yeux,
aveuglé.”

In addition, each word is associated with a set of possible grammatical
classes. The grammatical classes are extended tags (compared to classical
part-of-speech tags) used by the CDGFr to categorize the words. The possible labels depend on the set of the possible classes of a word. Among
these given possibilities, our goal is to select one or more labels for each
word that are consistent with the categorial dependency grammar. The
automatic procedure of this particular step is explained in detail in Section 4.
This pre-annotation step reduces the ambiguity of the next step, the
grammar-based dependency analysis. Here, a CKY-based algorithm is applied to find all the possible dependency trees for the sentence. With the
label pre-annotation, the analyser only considers the rules in adequacy
with the selected categories (labels). This way, the number of generated
dependency tree candidates greatly decreases. For example, the analysis
2

3

A recognizable list of tokens is a list constituting a lexical unit and not included
in a black list which excludes some frequent errors of concatenation.
We call words the possible combination of tokens that form a lexical unit.
For instance, “Président Bill Clinton” has three tokens but corresponds to one
word.
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of the sentence presented in Figure 2 generates 1518 (projective or nonprojective) dependency trees without restrictions on labels. Selecting the
proper labels reduces the number of possible dependency trees to 2.
Finally, the fourth step of the annotation process is validation. The
task of the annotator involves annotating positively or negatively the dependencies of the resulting dependency tree and selecting the proper label
and segmentation of the words for which a wrong label or segmentation
was selected. Afterwards, a new analysis (iteration step) is performed
taking account the annotations to approach the correct dependency tree
(consistent with the grammar). This step can be performed as often as
necessary and can include again the different steps of the pre-annotation
process.
4

S ENTENCE P RE -A NNOTATION

Automatic label pre-annotation is the core of our annotation process and
requires information about words and their grammatical context. Accordingly, we start by tagging the Part-Of-Speech tags.
4.1

POS-Tagging

The categorial dependency grammar makes use of 18 grammatical classes
to categorize the words (e.g. noun, verb) and 10 for punctuation marks
(e.g full stop, semicolon). The disjunction of some classes (e.g punctuation, particular verb types) is not necessary from a tagging point of view
and can be ambiguous. Moreover, this tagset is not in adequacy with the
tagset standardly used in French POS-taggers. Thus, in order to use a
standard POS tagger and a tagset standardly used by the (French) community, we decided to convert our tagset into the TREEBANK+ tagset.
This tagset consists in 28 tags extended from the classical tags used by
the French Treebank [2], known to be efficient for parsing [16]. Furthermore, this tagset is used by MElt, a well studied French POS-tagger that
achieves more than 97% accuracy on French [17].
Most of the grammatical classes correspond to TREEBANK+ tags,
but some classes (e.g expletives, collocations, partitives) have no equivalent tags. These ones would make a direct conversion ambiguous. Therefore, we decided to conduct a mixed conversion. First, we tag automatically the whole corpus with the MElt tagger. Second, we correct the tags
using basic rules for correction referring to the (non-ambiguous) original
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grammatical classes annotated in the CDG Treebank. The rate of correction on the tagset conversion reaches 6%. The most frequent errors are
due to the ambiguity existing with adjectives acting as common nouns
or past participle verbs acting as adjectives. Furthermore, some errors
appear because of the differences between the sentences of the training
corpus, a variant of the French Treebank [2], used by the MElt tagger and
the sentences of the CDG Treebank 4 . The newly converted data are used
in the label tagging experiments.
4.2 Label Pre-Annotation
Here, the goal is to find the labels but not the dependencies associated
with the words. This automatic step should alleviate the work of the annotators. We need to use a rapid method to conduct the tagging. The parsing
methods, trying to find both the label and the dependency, achieve equivalent scores (label accuracy) to these obtained by a method dedicated to
tagging. However, we want to produce, for each word, a restricted list of
the best labels with their probability scores. Therefore, among the probabilistic graphical models we choose the maximum entropy Markov model
(MEMM) [18] to achieve this task because of its speed and the fact that
the words are tagged independently5 .
To predict the labels, we try different combinations of features and
test results. The features result in a combination of information from the
lexical and grammatical context (a window size of 7 around the words
and of 11 around the POS-tags). Then, we retrieve the 20 best labels for
each word from the tagging. The list of labels is pruned from the labels
which are not in the list of possible labels.
4.3 Label Sorting
Our model allows to keep control over the number of labels assigned to
each word. In order to reduce the ambiguity, we want to eliminate the bad
4

5

One of the problems is that the training corpus contains very few imperative
sentences and the CDG Treebank contains significantly more. Then, MElt is
not able to find most of the imperative verbs. A lot of imperative verbs are
tagged as indicative verbs. Others are tagged as nouns because this conjugated
form are often located at the start of sentences with a first capital letter. and
often tags the personal pronoun “tu” (“you”) as a verb because “tu” is also a
conjugated form of the verb “taire” (“keep quiet”).
We use the software Wapiti [19] which is able to deal with a large tagset.
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labels (i.e. the less probable ones) from the list of possible labels while
preserving a high recall score. Each label (associated with a word) gets
a probability score from the pre-annotation step. So, for a word, the idea
is to eliminate the labels for which the probability score pmax is lower
than α.pmax where pmax is the probability of the best label (the more
probable one) and α ∈ [0, 1].
5
5.1

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
Experimental Settings

To evaluate the label pre-annotation process, we conduct a 10-fold crossevaluation on the CDG treebank. Each experiment is performed on sentences POS-tagged with Melt.
To estimate the results, we calculate the precision of the label preannotation at rank one. It means, we calculate the percentage of words
for which the first assigned label (i.e. the more probable) is the correct
label. This precision corresponds to the label accuracy (LA) calculated
on the output of a dependency parsing. Furthermore, we want to find a
trade-off between increasing the recall on label accuracy and preserving
a small number of labels per word. So, we evaluated the interest of the
label sorting by varying the α parameter and connecting the recall with
the number of labels assigned to each word.
5.2

Results of the Label Pre-Annotation

Table 1 presents the results of the label pre-annotation. The scores do
not reach the scores of projective dependency parsing of French that
achieve more than 88% label accuracy. Actually, the scores are not comparable because of the constitution of the treebanks exploited in standard
work. These commonly exploited French dependency treebanks, in addition to being projective, contain more sentences and use a smaller label
set. Thus, to establish a baseline, we trained a transition-based parser, the
MaltParser [6], on the sentences of the CDG Treebank. To exploit the potential of MaltParser we tested its available algorithms for non-projective
dependency parsing. The best scores result from the use of the covnonproj algorithm and optimized features. Our label pre-annotation scores
are slightly better than the label accuracy obtained from the data-driven
dependency analysis.
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Table 1. Evaluation of the label pre-annotation comparing our method with the
performances of MaltParser
Label accuracy

Our method
MaltParser

Sentence accuracy

All

Proj.

Non-proj.

All

Proj.

Non-proj.

84.7
83.0

84.9
83.6

78.6
69.2

24.4
24.3

26.4
26.3

22.1
21.7

An interesting question is whether the non-projectivity affects the results. Table 1 also shows the accuracy of the label pre-annotation on the
words for which a projective dependency ends on, in the original dependency tree, and for which a non-projective dependency ends on. The
accuracy on words associated with a non-projective dependency achieves
a lower score than for the words associated with a projective dependency.
But, we note that our method achieves a better score than the MaltParser,
on the words originally attached with a non-projective dependency. However, due to the small number of non-projective dependencies in the treebank (4%) the global score is weakly affected. The lower scores for words
associated with non-projective dependencies can be explained by the fact
that they are often attached by distant dependencies. This is not the case
of current negation or clitization but some labels such as the aggregation
or co-predication commonly attach distant words. Moreover, the context
of distant dependents greatly differs from a sentence to another and thus
cannot be learnt by the model.
Table 1 shows as well the accuracy on the sentences for both projective and non-projective ones. The non-projective dependencies do not
represent a large part of the dependencies but are spread on many sentences (40%). So the effect of the non-projectivity on the accuracy on
sentences is important.
A closer look shows that the best scores of accuracy among the different labels are achieved by the most frequent labels. They cover the
most general syntactic function of French as subject, accusative object,
determiners, modifiers, genitive prepositions. Likewise, the less frequent
labels, describing very particular syntactic roles, are often subcategories
of more general functions as the copulas, the auxiliaries, the object, etc.
There are 34 labels appearing less than 20 times in the corpus which represents almost one third of the labels. These rare labels are not found at
high ranks. This problem shows the importance of the label sorting. It
allows to reach the second or more probable label for each word accord-
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ing to a given threshold. Figure 4 presents the results of the label sorting
method as described in section 4.3. It highlights the progression of the
recall according to the average number of more probable labels retrieved
per word. For this experiment, the α parameter varies from 1 to 5.10−5 .

100
98

Recall

96

α=0.02

94
α=0.08

92
90

α=0.3

88
86
84

α=0.9
1

2

3
4
5
6
Average number of labels per word

7

8

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the recall depending on the average number of labels found
applying a sorting based on the probability scores

5.3

Benefits of the Label Pre-Annotation on the Parsing Step

We evaluate the effect of the label pre-annotation on the parsing step
of the annotation process (i.e. parsing with categorial dependency grammar). We present, in Table 2, the best parsing score we could obtain and
the parsing time induced. The evaluation is performed on the CDG Treebank. The attachment scores are computed on the best dependency tree
of each parses.6
The first experiments are performed using the values of α indicated
in Figure 4. For each experiment, the α parameter is fixed for the whole
corpus. The last experiment is performed varying the α parameter according to the length of each parsed sentence. The longer the sentence,
the higher (restrictive) α is. The first threshold starts with α = 0.006,
allowing high recall scores for short sentences (< 10 words). Then, intermediate floors are defined until the last one (α = 0.9) which preserves
6

The best dependency tree is the tree having the most correct dependencies
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a small number of labels per word in order to parse the longest sentences
(> 50 words) in reasonable time. Overall, defining progressive floors
allows to find a trade-off between the parsing time and the attachment
scores on the whole corpus. The goal is to conduct both a pre-annotation
and a dependency parsing which are both accurate and not to long, in
order to speed up the annotation process and alleviate the work of the
annotator.
Table 2. Evaluation of the dependency parsing using the pre-annotation tool to
assign one or more labels to each word. We present the best labelled attachment score (LAS) and the best unlabelled attachment score (UAS) that could
be reached with this method.
Label sorting Labels/words

Scores

Time (sec./sentence)

LAS UAS

Fixed α

1.01
1.17
1.45
1.95

77.62
81.10
87.40
91.94

83.59
86.47
91.34
94.62

0.3
0.8
2.3
7.2

Progressive α

2.04

90.16 92.89

3.0

We notice that the attachment scores increase slowly while the parsing time increases exponentially using a fixed α. The parsing time is decent for short sentences but explodes for long sentences when the number
of pre-annotated labels per word is too large. The use of a progressive
α is an interesting alternative which increases the attachment scores for
short sentences (i.e. better chances to get the correct dependency tree increasing the label recall) and decreases the parsing time for the long ones
(allowing to build at least one tree in a reasonable time).
6

D ISCUSSION ABOUT THE A NNOTATION P ROCESS

In order to estimate the impact of the pre-annotation step in the development of a dependency treebank we propose to annotate a small set of
sentences from the different sub-corpora of the French treebank Sequoia
[20]. We evaluate qualitatively the annotation process for two methods.
The first one is the method using our automatic pre-annotation process,
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and the second one is the manual annotation process that uses word’s label selection form. For a fair comparison of the methods, the annotation
is performed on equivalent sentences (i.e. equivalent lengths).
The annotation of the sentences shows that our methodology is more
suitable for the annotators. An advantage of the automatic pre-annotation
is the possibility to skip the fastidious step of pre-selecting the labels.
The annotators only have to validate the dependency trees. The benefit of
the pre-annotation process is concrete on sentences of average and small
length (< 35) but minor on very long sentences. But overall, the average
time saved with the first method is around half of the second.
Moreover, the assessment of the annotation highlights that some sentences of the Sequoia treebank are non-projective. The dependency annotation reveals the distant relations and the non-projective constructions
that the constituent can not reveal. Around 28% of the annotated sentences have at least one non-projective dependency.

7

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We show that the scores of a label tagging method using a maximum entropy Markov model are equivalent to the label accuracy scores obtained
with a standard data-driven dependency parser. These scores do not reach
the scores reported in works on projective dependency parsing because
finding the non-projective dependencies is a difficult task. However, the
method reaches interesting recall scores which allow to retrieve the right
labels while keeping control over the ambiguity reduction. Consequently,
this automatic pre-annotation tool included in the whole annotation process relieves the work of the annotators. Part of the time is saved and the
annotation process is more accessible. Avoiding the pre-annotation step is
greatly appreciated even if the validation step requires some corrections.
What is more, the evaluation of dependency parsing using the preannotation tool shows that we could obtain good scores on non-projective
dependency parsing. We plan to improve the sorting of the dependency
trees in order to propose a complete parser which is able to deal with
non-projective constructions and reach appropriate scores.
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ABSTRACT
We extend parse tree kernels from the level of individual sentences towards the level of paragraph to build a framework for
learning short texts such as search results and social profile
postings. We build a set of extended trees for a paragraph of text
from the individual parse trees for sentences. It is performed
based on coreferences and Rhetoric Structure relations between
the phrases in different sentences. Tree kernel learning is applied
to extended trees to take advantage of additional discourse-related information. We evaluate our approach, tracking relevance
improvement for multi-sentence search, comparing performances of individual sentence kernels with the ones for extended
parse trees. The search problem is formulated as classification
of search results into the classes of relevant and irrelevant,
learning from the Bing search results, used as a baseline and as
a training dataset.

1 INTRODUCTION
Convolution tree kernel [6] defines a feature space consisting of all subtree types of parse trees and counts the number of common subtrees as
the syntactic similarity between two parse trees. They have found a number of applications in several natural language tasks, e.g. syntactic parsing re-ranking, relation extraction [50], named entity recognition [8] and
Semantic Role Labeling [53], pronoun resolution [49], question classification [52] and machine translation.
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The kernel’s ability to generate large feature sets is useful to model
quickly new and not well-understood linguistic phenomena in learning
machines. However, it is often possible to design manually features for
linear kernels that produce high accuracy and low computation time,
whereas the complexity of tree kernels may prevent their application in
real scenarios.
Many learning algorithms, such as SVM can work directly with kernels by replacing the dot product with a particular kernel function. This
useful property of kernel methods, that implicitly calculates the dot product in a high-dimensional space over the original representations of objects such as sentences, has made kernel methods an effective solution to
modeling structured objects in NLP. A number of NL tasks require computing of semantic features over paragraphs of text containing multiple
sentences. Doing it in a sentence pairwise manner is not always accurate,
since it is strongly dependent on how information (phrases) is distributed
through sentences.
An approach to build a kernel based on more than a single parse tree
has been proposed, however for a different purpose than treating multisentence portions of text. To compensate for parsing errors [51], a convolution kernel over packed parse forest is used to mine syntactic features from it directly. A packed forest compactly encodes exponential
number of n-best parse trees, and thus containing much more rich structured features than a single parse tree. This advantage enables the forest
kernel not only to be more robust against parsing errors, but also to be
able to learn more reliable feature values and help to solve the data
sparseness issue that exists in the traditional tree kernel.
On the contrary, in this study we form a tree from a tree forest of sequence of sentences in a paragraph of text. In learning settings where
texts include multiple sentences, structures that include paragraph-level
information need to be employed. We demonstrate that in certain domains and certain cases discourse structure is essential for proper classification of texts.

2 FROM REGULAR TO EXTENDED TREES
For every arc that connects two parse trees, we derive the extension of
these trees, extending branches according to the arc (Fig. 1).
In this approach, for a given parse tree, we will obtain a set of its extension, so the elements of kernel will be computed for many extensions
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instead of just a single tree. The problem here is that we need to find
common sub-trees for a much higher number of trees than the number of
sentences in text, however by subsumption (sub-tree relation) the number of common sub-trees will be substantially reduced.
P11

P21
P1i

P2j
P2j+1

Fig. 1. An arc that connects two parse trees for two sentences in a text (top) and
the derived set of extended trees (bottom).

If we have two parse trees P1 and P2 for two sentences in a paragraph,
and a relation R12: P1i → P2j between the nodes P1i and P2j, we form the
pair of extended trees P1 * P2:
…, P1i–2, P1i–1, P1i, P2j, P2j+1, P2j+2, …,
…, P2j–2, P2j–1, P2j, P1i, P1i+1, P2i+2, …,
which would form the feature set for tree kernel learning in addition to
the original trees P1 and P2.
The algorithm for building an extended tree for a set of parse trees T
is presented below:
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Input:
1. Set of parse trees T
2. Set of relations R, which includes relations Rijk between the nodes
of Ti and Tj: Ti  T, Tj  T, Rijk  R. We use index k to range over
multiple relations between the nodes of parse tree for a pair of sentences
Output: the exhaustive set of extended trees E
Set E = ;
For each tree i = 1 : |T|
For each relation Rijk, k= 1 : |R|
Obtain Tj;
Form the pair of extended trees Ti * Tj;
Verify that each of the extended trees do not have a super-tree
in E;
If verified, add to E;
Return E.
Note that the resultant trees are not the proper parse trees for a sentence,
but they still form an adequate feature space for tree kernel learning.
To obtain the inter-sentence links, we employed the following sources:
1. Co-reference tools from Stanford NLP [41, 26].
2. Rhetoric relation extractor based on the rule-based approach to finding relations between elementary discourse units [15, 16]. We combined manual rules with automatically learned rules derived from the
available discourse corpus by means of syntactic generalization.

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF PARAGRAPH LEARNING
The evaluation framework described here is implemented as an
OpenNLP contribution. It relies on the following systems:
–
–
–
–

OpenNLP/Stanford NLP parser;
Stanford NLP Coreference;
Bing search;
Wrapper of kernel learner [36].
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One of the use cases of this OpenNLP.similarity component is a Java
wrapper for tree kernel algorithms implemented in C++. It allows seamless integration of tree kernel algorithms into other open source systems
available in Java for search, information retrieval, and machine learning.
Moreover, tree kernel algorithms can be embedded into Hadoop framework in the domains where offline performance is essential. Code and
libraries described here are also available at http://code.google.com/p/
relevance-based-on-parse-trees and http://svn.apache.org/repos/asf/
opennlp/sandbox/opennlp-similarity.

4 COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION
To estimate the complexity of building extended trees, let us consider an
average case with five sentences in each paragraph and 15 words in each
sentence. We have on average 10 inter-sentence arcs, which give us up
to 20 extended trees formed from two sentences, and 60 extended trees
formed from three sentences. Hence, we have to apply tree learning to
up to 100 trees (of a bigger size) instead of just 5 original trees. We observe that kernel learning of extended trees has to handle at least 20 times
bigger input set.
However, most of the smaller subtrees are repetitive and will be reduced in the course of dimensionality reduction. In addition, in an industrial search application where phrases are stored in an inverse index, the
generalization operation can be completed in constant time, irrespectively of the size of index [29]. In case of map-reduce implementation of
generalization operation, for example, using Cascading framework, the
time complexity becomes constant with the size of candidate search results to be re-ranked [9].

5 EVALUATION OF MULTI-SENTENCE CLASSIFICATION
SEARCH DOMAIN

IN

To confirm that using a set of extended parse trees for paragraphs leverages additional semantic information compared to a set of parse trees for
all sentences in a paragraph, we perform an evaluation of relevance in
search domain. We apply the same type of tree kernel learning for a paragraph, obtaining parse trees by following two ways:
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As a baseline, we take all trees for sentences in paragraphs;
As an expected improvement, we take all extended trees in a paragraph.

We then compare the classification results as obtained by tree kernel
algorithm, applied to the two above sources. We select a search domain
that allows us an unlimited set of paragraph-level text initiating search.
However, tree kernels are used to solve search relevance problem as classifying candidate answers to be relevant or not. We use Bing search engine API for all web mining and search baseline tasks.
Since a benchmarking database for answering complex multi-sentence
questions is not available, we form our own dataset for product-related
opinions. The question-answering problem is formulated as finding information on the web, relevant to a user posting / opinion expression in
a blog, forum, or social network. We generate a set of queries as short
paragraphs of text and run Bing web search engine API to find a candidate set of answers and form a training set.
The classification problem is formulated as classifying a set of search
results into the classes of relevant and irrelevant. The respective training
dataset is formed from the set of highly ranked answers (as a positive,
relevant set) and the set of answers with lower rank (as a negative, irrelevant set). Some randomly selected other candidates are classified, given
this training dataset. For each candidate search result, we use its snippet
as obtained by Bing and the respective portion of text extracted from the
webpage. This experiment is based on the suggestion that top (bottom)
Bing results are somehow relevant (irrelevant) to the initial query despite
that they can be ordered in a wrong way.
For the purpose of this evaluation, it is not essential to provide the best
possible set of answers. Instead, we are concerned with the comparison
of relevance improvement by using extended parse tree, as long as the
evaluation settings of question answering are identical.
The training/evaluation datasets is formed from search results in the
following way. We obtain a first hundred search results (or less if hundred is not available). We select 1–20 (or first 20%) of search results as
a positive set, and 81–100 as a negative set. Search results 21–80 form
the basis of evaluation dataset, from which we randomly select 10 texts
to be classified into the classes of positive or negative. Hence, we have
the ratio 4:1 between the training and evaluation datasets.
To motivate our evaluation setting, we rely on the following observations. In case of searching for complex multi-sentence queries, relevance indeed drops abruptly with proceeding from the first 10–20 search
results, as search evaluation results demonstrated [15, 16]. The order of
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search results in first 20% and last 20% does not affect our evaluation.
Although the last 20% of search results is not really a “gold standard,” it
is nevertheless a set that can be reasonably separated from the positive
set. If such separation is too easy or too difficult, it would we hard to
evaluate adequately the difference between regular parse trees and extended trees for text classification. Search-based approach to collect texts
for evaluation of classification allows reaching maximum degree of experiment automation.
It turned out that the use of tail search results as negative set helps to
leverage the high level semantic and discourse information. Negative examples, as well as positive ones, include most keywords from the queries. However, the main difference between the positive and negative
search results is that the former include much more coreferences and
rhetoric structures similar to the query, than the latter set. Use of extended trees was beneficial in the cases where phrases from queries are
distributed through multiple sentences in search results.
We conducted two independent experiments for each search session,
classifying search result snippets and original texts extracted from
webpages. For the snippets, we split them into sentence fragments and
built extended trees for these fragments of sentences. For original texts,
we extracted all sentences for snippet fragments and built extended trees
for these sentences.
Training and classification occurs in the automated mode, and the
classification assessment is conducted by the members of research group
guided by the authors. The assessors only consulted the query and answer snippets.
We use the standard parameters of tree sequence kernels from
http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm [36]. The latest version of
tree kernel learner was obtained from the author.
Table 1. Evaluation results for products domain

Products

Basic
kernels [36]

Extended
kernels

Text from the page

Precision
Recall
F-measure

0.568
0.752
0.649

0.587
0.846
0.675

Snippets

Precision
Recall
F-measure

0.563
0.784
0.617

0.632
0.831
0.670
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Table 2. Evaluation results for popular answers domain

Answers

Basic
kernels [36]

Extended
kernels

Text from the page

Precision
Recall
F-measure

0.517
0.736
0.601

0.544
0.833
0.628

Snippets

Precision
Recall
F-measure

0.595
0.733
0.625

0.679
0.790
0.707

Evaluation results show visible improvement of classification accuracy
achieved by extended trees. Stronger increase of recall in comparison to
precision can be explained by the following. It is due to the acquired
capability of extended trees to match phrases from the search results distributed through multiple sentences, with questions.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this study we compared two sets of linguistic features:
–
–

The baseline, parse trees for individual sentences,
Parse trees and discourse information,

and demonstrated that the enriched set of features indeed improves the
classification accuracy, having the learning framework fixed. This improvement varies from 2 to 8% in different domains with different structure of texts. To tackle such enriched set of linguistic features, an
adjustment of tree kernel algorithm itself was not necessary.
Traditionally, machine learning of linguistic structures is limited to
keyword forms and frequencies. At the same time, most theories of discourse are not computational, they model a particular set of relations between consecutive states. In this work, we attempted to achieve the best
of both worlds: learn complete parse tree information augmented with an
adjustment of discourse theory allowing computational treatment.
The experimental environment, multi-sentence queries and the evaluation framework is available at http://code.google.com/p/relevancebased-on-parse-trees.
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Automatic Recognition of Clauses
O LD ŘICH K R ŮZA AND V LADISLAV K UBO Ň
Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic

A BSTRACT
This paper describes an attempt to solve the problem of recognizing clauses and their mutual relationship in complex Czech
sentences on the basis of limited information, namely the information obtained by morphological analysis only. The method described in this paper may be used in the future for splitting the
parsing process into two phases, namely (1) Recognizing clauses
and their mutual relationships; and (2) Parsing the individual
clauses. This approach should be able to improve the result of
parsing long complex sentences.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Despite the progress achieved in recent years in the field of natural language parsing it still makes sense to seek alternative approaches to the
problem. Parsing is a procedure performed by a human or a computer
whose input are words of a sentence, typically with morphological annotation, and whose output is a syntactical structure on these words, in
our case represented by a dependency tree. Clearly, a sentence consists
of words, just like a human body consists of cells. Nobody sane would
describe a human body as a mere cluster of cells though. A body apparently consists of organs, and those consist of cells. Even if a sentence can
hardly have 1014 words1 , we believe the relation between words, clauses
and a sentence is similar to that of cells, organs and a body.
Clauses are in many aspects autonomous and many grammatical relationships are either limited within a clause, or are among clauses as
atomic units. For example, Petkevič [1] states that
1

This is roughly how many cells a human body has.
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– word order,
– valency and valency scopes, adjunct scopes, scopes of modifications
(local, temporal, concessive, etc.),
– agreement and its scope,
– analytical predicate and its scope,
– constituent coordination and its scope,
– internal coreference/anaphor
are all intra-clausal relationships.
In our approach we suggest to step aside from the traditional path
of performing full-fledged parsing immediatelly after morphological tagging of individual word forms and to attempt to detect the organs of complex sentences, individual clauses, first, and to determine their mutual
relationships prior to the actual parsing phase. The next phse could then,
subsequently, concentrate on parsing individual clauses one by one. Not
only does this more refined sequence of steps make a lot more linguistic
sense, but it also decreases the number of words a parser has to consider
at a time and thus simplifies the task. We hope that this approach could
also speed up the whole procedure and raise the overall efficiency.
2

B UILDING A M ODEL FOR C LAUSE R ECOGNITION

Previous work on clause detection has focused on English and was mostly
limited to finding clause boundaries, not their dependency relations like
we do. One occasion of focus to clause identification was the CoNLL2001 shared task [2, 3]. Meanwhile, Prague Depencency Treebank in its
version 2.5 contains data that mark up clauses based on the research on
sentence segments [4]. The clauses have been annotated by an automatic
procedure that uses the surface syntax layer to identify the clause that
each token belongs to [5]. This approach differs from the one presented
in this paper in the type of information used. It exploits the information
from already analyzed sentences and their surface syntactic trees and thus
it cannot be used for splitting the parsing process into more phases. On
the other hand, our approach aims at using the morphological information
only for automatic clause identification.
The task of automated clause recognition is not trivial from the programming point of view. We’d like to use a statistical approach using
machine learning. However, the task is not easily mapped to standard regression or classification that machine learning has standard procedures
for. The output of clause recognition should include:
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1. the set of clauses,
2. the dependency, and coordination relations among clauses,
3. distribution of words to individual
clauses.
2.1

Incremental Approach

Our first attempt at solving the task was an incremental solution, where
sub-tasks would be defined, each solvable as a classification or regression
task. The final result would then be obtained by chaining the subtasks.
The first step was the identification of clause borders. We trained
a simple discriminative model based on features that drew on previous
research of sentence segments described in [6]. Segments happen to be
mostly bordered by conjunctions or punctuation in Czech and we expolited this. We have used the following features for our clause boundary
model:
–
–
–
–

word’s lemma,
whether the right neighbor is a separator,
whether the left neighbor is a separator,
whether the left neighbor is a conjunction.

A separator is a punctuation mark or one of the coordinate conjuntions that do not enforce a comma (a, nebo, ani, i).
The set of lemmata was limited to a small set of those that represent
conjunctions, punctuation, and single-letter words.
These features were chosen so that they use all the morphological
information that the surface-syntax-tree-to-clauses converter described in
Krůza, Kuboň 2009 uses. This converter made it possible to use the data
from the analytical layer of the Prague Dependency Treebank as training
data.
The predicted feature was whether a word is at the boundary of a
clause. Specifically, whether it is the starting word of a clause, whether
it is the final word of a clause, whether this word is just before the start
of a contained sub-clause and whether this word is just after the end of a
contained sub-clause.
Despite its simplicity, this model achieved about 75% precision. Even
though it likely had much room for improvement, we abandoned this
approach completely. A non-negligible error rate in the first step alone
would spoil the chain as the errors in the individual steps would accumulate.
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2.2 Using MST Parser for Clause Recognition
The experience with the incremental approach clearly indicated that the
idea of dividing the recognition task into more steps should be abandoned
in favor of a more “holistic” approach that will try to solve the task in a
single step. Because the clause recognition is to a certain extent a similar
task to full-fledged parsing (the main difference being the size of units
we are working with), using a standard parser with adapted data for this
task seemed to be a natural solution. We have decided to use the MST
parser [7] for this task due to its quality which had been already demonstrated for several languages of various types, Czech and English being
among them.
The standard form of data MST parser is the following: the words and
punctuation marks (tokens) represent the nodes of a syntactic tree. Each
word has four types of values:
1.
2.
3.
4.

an original word form
a morphological tag
a parent node
a label of a dependency edge going towards the parent node.

The adaptation of the data for our experiment had been relatively
straightforward. Since the whole parse of a sentence always has a tree
structure (at least in the FGD formalism, which we adhere to [8]), and
since each clause is formed by a subtree of the parse, the clauses themselves must evidently also form a dependency tree. Now, if we see the
relation of a word belonging to a clause as a special case of dependency,
then the whole output structure (i.e. the three points listed above) can be
seen as one dependency tree.
We need the nodes of the tree to represent the clauses on one hand
and the tokens of the clauses on the other hand. We’ll use the tokens of
the sentence to represent both things. So the set of tokens will be the set
of nodes of the tree. Each token will represent itself, and some tokens will
also represent the clause they belong to. The choice of which token shall
represent a clause is clear as each clause has, according to our definition,
a head among its tokens.
In the tree, we will distinguish between simple tokens and heads of
clauses with dependency types: (1) token dependency and (2) clause dependency. A word that has a clause dependency to its parent represents
a clause. Other words can have token dependencies to such a word, thus
representing that the dependant is included in the clause represented by
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Fig. 1. Standard dependency tree, simplified for illustrating our point.

Fig. 2. Dependency tree adapted to capture clausal dependencies. Thin lines denote token dependencies, thick lines denote clause dependencies. Underlined
words denote clause heads.

the parent word. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the difference between a standard syntax tree and an adapted tree that captures clausal relationships on
simple made-up English examples.
Krůza, Kuboň 2009 elaborated on details of representing clause structure. Two major factors make the situation more complicated than outlined above: coordination and clauses sharing words. A brief recapitulation follows.
A dependency relationship of one clause to another is represented by
clause dependency of the head either to the head of the parent clause or
to a word included in the parent clause. The former variant is simpler but
the latter can capture which token of the parent clause is the parent of the
head of the child clause in the parse. This information does not strictly
belong to the clause relationships, where clauses are seen as depending
on each other, not on tokens, but choosing to preserve this piece of information in the clause tree is an option that can save a lot of trouble
in later stages. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the difference between the two
alternatives.
Beside dependency relations between clauses, two clauses can also
be coordinated. This frequent phenomenon, which is in fact a real nightmare for the dependency paradigm, is represented by a special depen-
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the variant where the dependency relationship of two clauses
is delegated on the two heads. The alternative is simpler and seems cleaner in the
sense of keeping the clauses atomic.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the variant where the dependency relationship of two clauses
is delegated on the head of the dependent clause and its actual antecedant from
the parent clause. The alternative introduces heterogeny but can be very useful
in the stage of reconstructing the actual sentence parse from inter-clausal and
intra-clausal trees.

dency type of both coordinated clauses on the coordination. Thus, we introduce a new type of tree nodes. Now, beside clauses and tokens, clause
coordinations also occur. They are denoted by having the coordination
dependency. The coordinated clauses are denoted by having the member
dependency type.
Table 1 shows an example of the data format for MST parser.
Often, a noun phrase or another constituent forms a modifier shared
by both coordinated clauses. Such subtrees are represented by a node of
the tree with a special part dependency type. A tree with all dependency
types is shown in Figure 5. Notice that this short example with all types of
dependencies is quite extreme. Typically, a clause-structure tree is much
flatter, which is one of the differences compared to more complex trees
resulting from full-fledged parsing.
Having such trees, we trained the MST parser to recognize them. The
best results were achieved with a second-order model and non-projective
algorithm.
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Table 1. A sample sentence with formating for the MST parser: “Šetřete penı́ze,
netelefonujte, faxujte! Je tento reklamnı́ slogan pravdivý? [Save money, don’t
call, fax! Is this advertising slogan true?]”
Šetřit
i-PClause-MEMBER
3

penı́ze ,
NIP4
:--Word Coord.-CHILD
1
0

,
:--Coord.-MEMBER
3

faxovat_:T
i-PClause-MEMBER
5

být
B-SClause-Child
0

telefonovat_:T
i-PClause-MEMBER
5

!
:--Word
0

tento reklamnı́ slogan
DYS1 AIS1
NIS1
Word Word
Word
1
1
1

pravdivý
AIS1
Word
1

?
:--Word
0

2.3 Baseline
Since our work on this type of automated clause recognition in Czech was
pioneer, we had no direct comparison with other approaches. Our task is
simpler than full-fledged parsing and it is our ultimate goal to improve
automated parsing. So deriving the clauses from the result of an existing
parser offers a fitting baseline for us.
We used the development test data from CoNLL 2009, which contains
MST-predicted heads and labels. The clauses have been derived using the
algorithm presented in [6].
3

E VALUATION

To use the standard precision and recall scores to evaluate clause recognition, we need to define what makes for a correctly-recognized clause.
We use two criteria:
1. whether the head is correctly recognized, and
2. whether the component, i.e. set of words of the clause is correctly
assigned.
In addition, we also use a conjunction of both criteria. We call these the
scores a head-based score, a component-based score and a head-andcomponent-based score.
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Fig. 5. Clause-structure tree as fed to MST parser. The-number-grows ofbusinessmen, who don’t-have separate office and work at-home. (The number
of businessmen who don’t have a separate office and work at home, grows.)

None of these, however, gives a continuous measure of the word distribution. We want a way to measure that a clause that has 12 out of 15
words correctly assigned is better than one that has only 9 of 15. For this
purpose, we introduce a so-called fuzzy score. It is defined by the following algorithm:
1. Initialize an empty precision score array.
2. Initialize an empty recall score array.
3. For each predicted clause P find a clause G in gold standard such that
no other clause of gold standard contains more tokens belonging to
P than G does.
Push the evaluation of the following formula to the precision
score array: ((#words that P and G share – #words present in
P but absent in G) / #words in P)
End for.
4. For each clause in gold standard G find a predicted clause P such that
no other predicted clause contains more tokens belonging to G than
P does.
Push the evaluation of the following formula to the recall score
array: ((#words that G and P share – #words present in G but
absent in P) / #words in G)
End for.
5. Return mean values of the precision and recall score arrays.
The idea behind the fuzzy score is taken from precision and recall
measures. Precision constituent is simulated by looking at each found
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Table 2. Evaluation of the MST-based model on dtest data
Method
Precision Recall
fuzzy
0.95
0.95
head
0.94
0.94
component
0.78
0.78
head+comp 0.78
0.78
Table 3. Baseline results
Method
Precision Recall
fuzzy
0.87
0.90
head
0.89
0.86
component
0.59
0.57
head+comp 0.58
0.57

clause, finding the gold clause sharing the most tokens, and calculating
the overlap ratio. Analogically, recall is simulated by looking at each gold
clause and comparing it to an adequate predicted clause. Since we’re
comparing two coverages of a given set (a sentence), the score cannot
reach zero. The worst case for the recall constituent would be identifying
each token as a clause, whereas the worst case for the precision constituent would be identifying the whole sentence as one big clause.
The fuzzy score does its job in measuring component overlap but
ignores everything else, so we use it in addition to the aforementioned
measures. Table 2 shows the evaluation of the MST-based model. Table 3
shows the evaluation of the baseline.

3.1

Improving the MST-based Model

Seeing how much worse the model does at assigning words to clauses
in comparison to identifying the clauses themselves and their heads, we
were looking into ways of improving the assignment of words into correct clauses. When using the MST in projective mode, the most errors
had been done where there was a discontinuity in a clause, e.g. when a
clause spanned words 1 to 3 and 6 to 9. Switching to the non-projective
algorithm raised the score a touch but there was no observable tendency
in the remaining errors any more. We have therefore made an attempt
to employ machine learning again and we have trained another model
specifically for distributing the words into the pre-identified clauses. This
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new model was applied on top of the MST-generated clause structure, so
we could use the original MST prediction as a feature.
This new component model had couples of words as observation samples. Both words of such couples always belonged to the same sentence;
one of them was a head of a clause and the other one was not (in the MST
prediction). The predicted feature was whether the first word represents
the clause that the other word belongs to. We have defined a set of 148
morphological, lexical and MST-prediction-based features, and planned
to use a statistical feature-selection method to get the optimal feature
space.
However, we have quickly encountered technical limitations: the training data set was simply too large to fit into the memory. All attempts
to train a model failed, either not finishing even after ten days (e.g. knearest-neighbor) or crashed on depleting memory (all linear models including SVM). Finally we have tried the C5.0 decision tree. It finished in
mere 16 minutes. The induced decision tree was only employing 38 features, which was a neat (though possibly suboptimal) feature selection.
Applying the component model raised the component-based score by
0.1%. The fuzzy score has been raised by 0.0004%. C5.0 was reporting
its error rate at 3.9%, which is not bad and certainly not easy to beat by
tweaking the feature set.
Because of the negligible contribution, we decided not to use the component model. The obvious explanation for the small contribution seems
to be the strictness of the component score, where a clause is only considered correctly identified, when its set of components is correctly assigned.
One token off or extra and the clause is not counted as a success. The decent fuzzy score confirms that the token distribution has actually reached
a level where improvements are hard to get.
4

C ONCLUSION

The paper presents an experiment with a method for automatical clause
detection using a specially-trained MST parser. A custom measure rate
has been defined to evaluate the recognition. The method outperforms
deriving clauses from full-fledged automated parsing with MST. What
remains yet to be seen is whether parsing the detected clauses would
yield better results than parsing the sentences in a classical way.
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from Tagging Clinical Hungarian
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A BSTRACT
As more and more textual resources from the medical domain are
getting accessible, automatic analysis of clinical notes becomes
possible. Since part-of-speech tagging is a fundamental part of
any text processing chain, tagging tasks must be performed with
high accuracy. While there are numerous studies on tagging medical English, we are not aware of any previous research examining the same field for Hungarian. This paper presents methods
and resources which can be used for annotating medical Hungarian and investigates their application to tagging clinical records.
Our research relies on a baseline setting, whose performance was
improved incrementally by eliminating its most common errors.
The extension of the lexicon used raised the overall accuracy significantly, while other domain adaptation methods were only partially successful. The presented enhancements corrected almost
half of the errors. However, further analysis of errors suggest that
abbreviations should be handled at a higher level of processing.
K EYWORDS : Medical text processing, PoS tagging, morphological disambiguation, domain adaptation, clinical notes.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Hospitals produce a huge amount of clinical notes that have solely been
used for archiving purposes and have generally been inaccessible to researchers. However, nowadays medical resources are becoming available,
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enabling computer scientist to support medical researchers. As natural
language processing (NLP) algorithms are getting more and more accurate, their usage can not just cut costs but can also boost medical research.
PoS tagging is a fundamental task of computational linguistics: labeling
words with their part-of-speech is essential for further processing algorithms. While tagging of general texts is well-known and considered to
be solved, most of the commonly used methods usually fail on medical
texts.
English has been the main target of many NLP applications up to the
present time, thus less-resourced languages, which are usually morphologically complex, often fell beyond the scope. Similarly, there are just a
few studies attempting to annotate non-English medical texts. Thus, the
processing of Hungarian clinical records has very little literature. Moreover, there is not any research on tagging such texts. Therefore, this study
aims to investigate how existing techniques can be used for the morphological tagging of Hungarian clinical records presenting possible pitfalls
of a medical text processing chain.
This paper is structured as follows. The background of our research
is described in the next section. Then a corpus is presented which has
been created for development and evaluation purposes. In Section 4, we
detail the baseline morphological disambiguation setting used, which is
commonly employed for Hungarian. Afterwards, we present the most frequent errors made by the baseline tagger and we describe and evaluate the
enhancements that were carried out on the text processing chain. Finally,
Section 6 provides the final conclusions.
2
2.1

PARSING OF B IOMEDICAL T EXTS
Biomedical Tagging

Processing of biomedical texts has an extensive literature, since there are
numerous resources accessible. In contrast, much less manually annotated corpora of clinical texts are available. Most of the work in this field
has been done for English, and only a few attempts have been published
for morphologically rich languages (e. g. [1, 2]).
A general approach for biomedical PoS tagging is to employ supervised learning algorithms, which require manually annotated data. In the
case of tagging biomedical texts, domain-specific corpora are used either
alone [3–5] or in conjunction with a (sub)corpus of general English [6–
8] as training data. While using texts only from the target domain yields
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acceptable performance [3–5], several experiments have shown that accuracy further increases with incorporating annotated sentences from the
general domain as well [9, 6]. A general observation is that the more data
is used from the reference domain, the higher accuracy can be achieved
(e. g. [10]). On the contrary, Hahn and Wermter argue for training learners
only on general corpora [11] (for German). Further on, there are studies
on selecting training data (e. g. [12]) that increase the accuracy. What is
more, there are taggers (such as [13]) which learn from several domains
in a parallel fashion, thus the model selection decision is delayed until
the decoding process.
Using target-specific lexicons is another way of adapting taggers, as
they can improve tagging performance [6, 14]. Some of these studies extend existing PoS dictionaries [15], while others build new ones specific
to the target domain [5]. All of the experiments using such resources yield
significantly reduced error rates.
Concerning tagging algorithms, researchers tend to prefer already existing applications, such as the OpenNLP toolkit1 , which is the basis
of the cTakes system [4]; while Brill’s method [16] and TnT [17] are
widely used (e.g. [11, 4, 10]) as well. There are other HMM-based solutions which have been shown to perform well [9, 6, 15, 11, 3, 2, 14] on
such texts. Besides, a number of experiments have revealed [7, 14, 5] that
domain-specific OOV words are primarily responsible for a reduced tagging performance. Thus successful methods employ either guessing algorithms [9, 15, 2, 14, 5] or broad-coverage lexicons (as detailed above).
Beyond supervised algorithms, other approaches were also shown to be
effective: Miller et al. [8] use semi-supervised methods; Dwinedi and
Sukhadeve build a tagger system based only on rules [18]; while Ruch et
al. propose a hybrid system [14]. Further on, domain adaptation methods
(such as EasyAdapt [19] or ClinAdapt [7] ) also perform well. However,
they need an appropriate amount of manually annotated data from the
target domain, which limits their applicability.
2.2

Tagging General Hungarian

For Hungarian, tagging experiments generally rely on the Szeged Corpus [20] (SZC), since this is the only contemporary linguistic resource
that is manually annotated with morphological tags and is freely available. It contains about 1.2 million words from six different genres, but
1

http://opennlp.apache.org/
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does not involve texts from the biomedical domain. The original annotation of the corpus uses the MSD scheme proposed by the MULTEXTEast project [21]. Besides this, other morphosyntactic coding systems
are commonly used as well. One of them is the system employed by
the HuMor morphological analyzer [22], whose labels are composed of
morpheme tags. Another annotation scheme is named KR, which is the
default of morphdb.hu [23], a freely available Hungarian morphological
resource. Although the Szeged Corpus contains only MSD codes, there
are also automatically converted variants of it that use the latter schemes.
For agglutinating languages such as Hungarian, labeling a word only
with its part-of-speech tag is not satisfactory (as described in [24]), since
further parsing methods require full morphosyntactic labels and lemmata
as well. Consequently, tagger tools must perform full morphological disambiguation which also involves lemmatization. For Hungarian, such
tools are the following:
PurePos [24], an open-source full morphological disambiguation system which is able to incorporate the knowledge of a morphological
analyzer (MA), thus providing state-of-the-art accuracy above 98%.
The system is based on statistical trigram tagging algorithms, but it
is extended to employ language-specific rule-based components effectively.
magyarlanc [25], a freely available2 language processing chain for
morphological and dependency parsing of Hungarian that contains
several language-specific components. Its morphological disambiguation module is based on the Stanford tagger [26] and incorporates a
MA based on morphdb.hu.
2.3 Processing Clinical Hungarian
There are only a few studies on processing Hungarian medical records.
Siklósi et al. [27, 28] presented a system that is able to correct spelling
errors in clinical notes. A resolution method for clinical abbreviations
was also presented by them [29], in which they used pattern matching
methods on domain-specific lexicons. Recently, Orosz et al. introduced
[30] a partly unsupervised algorithm for segmenting tokens and sentences
in clinical texts: their approach is a combination of collocation extraction
algorithms and rule-based methods.
2

It is available only without the source code.
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As far as we know, no study exists either investigated possible approaches or established a proper method for tagging clinical Hungarian.
Therefore we aim to examine special properties of clinical notes first, then
to develop a disambiguation methodology. The experiments described below use methods that rely on an error analysis of the baseline system (in
Section 4), while also incorporate ideas from previous studies (cf. Section
2.1).
3

T HE C LINICAL C ORPUS

First of all, special properties of clinical texts need to be considered. Such
records are created in a special environment, thus they differ from general Hungarian in several respects. These attributes are the following (cf.
[30, 29, 27]): a) notes contain a lot of erroneously spelled words, b) sentences generally lack punctuation marks and sentence initial capitalization, c) measurements are frequent and have plenty of different (erroneous) forms, d) a lot of (non-standard) abbreviations occur in such texts,
e) and numerous medical terms are used that originate from Latin.
Since there was no corpus of clinical records available that was manually annotated with morphological analyses, a new one was created for
testing purposes. This corpus contains about 600 sentences, which were
extracted from the notes of 24 different clinics. First, the textual parts
of the records were identified (as described in [27]), then the paragraphs
to be processed were selected randomly. Then manual sentence boundary segmentation, tokenization and normalization was performed, which
were aided by methods detailed in [30]. Manual spelling correction was
carried out by using suggestions provided by the system of Siklósi et al.
[28]. Finally, morphological disambiguation was performed: the initial
annotation was provided by PurePos, then its output was checked manually.
Several properties of the corpus created differ from general ones.
Beside characteristics described above, the corpus contains numerous x
tokens which denote multiplication and are labeled as numerals. Latin
words and abbreviations are analyzed regarding their meaning: e.g. o.
denotes szem ‘eye’, thus it is tagged with N . NOM. Further on, names of
medicines are labeled as singular nouns. Finally, as missing sentence final punctuation marks were not recovered in the test corpus, these are not
tagged either.
The corpus was split into a development and a test set (see Table 1).
The first part was employed for development purposes, while the methods
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Table 1. Size of the clinical corpus created

Development set
Test set

Sentences Tokens
240
2230
333
3155

Table 2. Distribution of errors caused by the baseline algorithm – dev. set
Class
Frequency
Abbreviations and acronyms
49.17%
Out-of-vocabulary words
27.27%
Domain-specific PoS of word forms 14.88%
Other
0.06%

detailed below were evaluated against the second part. Evaluation was
carried out by calculating per-word accuracy omitting punctuation marks.
4

T HE BASELINE S ETTING AND THE A NALYSIS OF ITS E RRORS

Below we introduce the baseline tagging chain. First we describe its components, then the performance of the tagger is evaluated by detailing the
most common error types. Concerning the parts of the chain we follow
the work of Orosz et al. [24]. Thus (morphosyntactic tag, lemma) pairs
represent the analyses of HuMor, which are then disambiguated by PurePos. However, the output of the MA is extended with the new analyses of
x in order to fit the corpus to be tagged.
This baseline text processing chain produced 86.61% token accuracy
on the development set, which is remarkably lower than tagging results
for general Hungarian using the same components (96–98% [31]). Measuring the ratio of the correctly tagged sentences revealed that less than
the third (28.33%) of the sentences were tagged correctly. This amount
indicates that the models used by the baseline algorithm are weak for such
a task. Therefore, errors made by the baseline algorithm are investigated
first to reveal how the performance could be improved.
Table 2 shows that the top error class is the mistagged abbreviations
and acronyms. A reason for the high number of such errors is that most of
these tokens are unknown to the tagger. Moreover, abbreviations usually
refer to medical terms that originate from Latin.
Another frequent error type is caused by the out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words. This observation is in accordance with the PoS tagging results for
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Table 3. Evaluation of the enhancements – test set
ID
0
1
2
3

Method
PoS tagging Lemmatization Morph. disambig.
Baseline system
90.57%
93.54%
88.09%
0 + Lexicon extension
93.89%
96.24%
92.41%
1 + Handling abbreviations
94.81%
97.60%
93.73%
2 + Training data selection
94.25%
97.36%
93.29%

medical English (as described above). Similarly, in the case of Hungarian, most of the OOV tokens are specific to the clinical domain and often
originate from Latin. However, several inflected forms of such terms also
exist in clinical notes due to agglutination. Therefore, listing only medical terms and their analyses could not be a proper solution. This problem
requires complex algorithms.
Furthermore, the domain-specific usage of general words leads the
tagger astray as well. Frequently, participles are labeled as verbs such as
javasolt ‘suggested’ or felı́rt ‘written’. In addition, numerous mistakes
are due to the lexical ambiguity that is present in Hungarian (such as
szembe which can refer to ‘into an eye’ or ‘toward/against’).
Our investigation shows that most of the errors of the baseline system
can be classified into the three categories above. We can use the categorization above to enhance the performance of the system by eliminating
the typical sources of errors.
5

I NCREMENTAL I MPROVEMENTS

Based on the observations above, systematic changes were carried out to
improve the tagging accuracy of the chain. First, the processes of lexicon extension and algorithmic modifications are described, then an investigation is presented aiming to find the optimal training data. Each
enhancement is evaluated against the test corpus. Table 3 contains the
part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and the whole morphological tagging performance of each system.
5.1

Extending the Lexicon of the Morphological Analyzer

Supervised tagging algorithms commonly use augmented lexicons in order to reduce the number of out-of-vocabulary words (see Section 2.1).
In the case of Hungarian, this must be performed at the level of the MA.
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Here we describe the process which was carried out to extend the lexicon
of the HuMor analyzer.
The primary source for the extension process was a spelling dictionary of medical terms [32] that contained about 90000 entries. Beside
this, a freely available list of medicines [33] of about 38000 items was
used as well. Since neither of these resources contained any morphological information concerning these words, such analyses were created. For
this, we followed an iterative process which included both human work
and automatic algorithms. The steps of our workflow were the following:
(1) a set of word forms was prepared and analyzed automatically (detailed below); (2) the analyses were checked and corrected manually; (3)
the training sets of the supervised learning methods were extended with
the results of step (2). Before each iteration, compounds of known items
were selected to be processed first. This enhancement reduced the time
spent on manual correction and granted the consistency of the database
created. In the end, approximately 41000 new entries were added to the
lexicon of the HuMor analyzer.
Since Latinate words can either be written as pronounced in Hungarian3 or can appear with the original Latin spelling, having both variants
is necessary. Most of the entries in the dictionary had both the Hungarian
and Latin spelling variants, but this was not always the case. Language
identification of the words was carried out to distinguish Hungarian terms
from the ones that have Greek, Latin, English or French spelling. For this,
an adapted version of TextCat [34] was involved in the iterative process
to decide whether a word is Hungarian or not. If it was necessary, missing
Hungarian spelling variants were produced using letter-to-sound rules of
Latinate words as they are generally pronounced in Hungarian and were
added semi-automatically to the lexicon.
As for the calculation of the morphological analyses, the guesser algorithm of PurePos was employed. Separate modules were employed for
each language, thus language-specific training sets were maintained for
them as well. In Hungarian, the inflection paradigm depends on vowel
harmony and the ending of the word as it is pronounced, thus the pronunciation of foreign words had to be calculated first. This could be carried out using the same simple hand-written rules implementing Latin
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences that were used to generate missing Hungarian spelling variants.
3

An example is the Latin word dysplasia [displa:zia], which can be spelled as
diszplázia in Hungarian.
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The lexicon extension process above reduced the OOV word ratio
from 34.57% to 26.19% (development set), and resulted in an accuracy
of 92.41% (test set). Since the medical dictionary [32] contained abbreviated words as well, this process could also decrease the number of mistagged abbreviations.

5.2

Dealing with Acronyms and Abbreviations

Despite the changes in Section 5.1, numerous errors made by the enhanced tagger were still connected to abbreviations. Thus we first examined erroneous tags of abbreviated terms, then developed methods aiming
to improve the performance of the disambiguation chain.
A detailed error analysis revealed that some of the erroneous tags
of abbreviated terms were due to the over-generating nature of HuMor,
which could be reduced by a filtering method. For words with full stops
an analysis was considered to be false if its lemma was not an abbreviation. This modification increased the overall accuracy significantly,
reducing the number of errors by 9.20% on the development set (cf. “Filtering” in Table 5).
Another typical error type was the erroneous tagging of unknown
acronyms. Since PurePos did not employ features that could deal with
such cases, these tokens were left to the guesser. However, acronyms
should have been tagged as singular nouns. Thus a pattern matching component relying on surface features could fix their tagging (see “Acronyms”
in Table 5).
The rest of the errors were mainly connected to those abbreviations
that were both unknown to the analyzer and had not been seen previously.
For this, the distribution of the labels of abbreviations in the development
data is compared to that of the Szeged Corpus (see Table 4 below). While
there are several common properties between the two columns (such as
the ratio of adverbs), discrepancies occur even more often. One of them is
the ratio of adjectives, which is significantly higher in the medical domain
than in general Hungarian. Comparing the values, it must be noted that
10.85% of the tokens are abbreviated in the development set, while the
same ratio is only 0.37% in the Szeged Corpus.
Since the noun tag was the most frequent amongst abbreviations, a
plausible method was to assign N . NOM to all of these tokens (cf. “UnkN”
in Table 5) and to keep the original word forms as lemmata. This baseline
method resulted in a surprisingly high error rate reduction of 31.54%.
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Table 4. Morphosyntactic tag frequencies of abbreviations – dev. set
Tag
Clinical texts Szeged Corpus
N . NOM
67.37%
78.18%
A . NOM
19.07%
3.96%
CONJ
1.27%
0.50%
ADV
10.17%
11.86%
Other
2.12%
5.50%
Table 5. Comparison of the approaches aiming to handle acronyms and abbreviations – dev. set
ID
0
1
2
3
4
5

Method
Morph. disambig.
Medical lexicon
90.11%
0 + Filtering
91.02%
1 + Acronyms
91.41%
2 + UnkN
94.12%
2 + UnkUni
92.82%
2 + UnkMLE
94.01%

Another approach was to model the analyses of abbreviations with
data observed in Table 4. The first experiment (“UnkUni”) employed a
uniform distribution of labels for abbreviations present in the development set as an emission probability distribution. Thus all the tags (A . NOM,
A . PRO , ADV , CONJ , N . NOM , V.3 SG, V. PST PTCL) were used with equal
probability as a sort of guessing algorithm.
Beside this, a better method was to use a maximum likelihood estimation for calculating a priori probabilities (“UnkMLE”). In this case, relative frequency estimates were calculated for all the tags above. While the
latter approaches could increase the overall performance, none of them
managed to reach the accuracy of the “UnkN” method (cf. Table 5).
5.3

Choosing the Proper Training Data

Since many studies showed (cf. Section 2.1) that the training data used
significantly affects the result of the annotation chain, we investigated the
usage of sub-corpora available in the Szeged Corpus. Several properties
of the corpus were examined (cf. Table 6) in order to find the training
dataset that fits best for tagging clinical Hungarian. Measurements regarding the development set were calculated manually where it was necessary.
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Table 6. Properties of training corpora
Avg. sent.
length
Szeged Corpus
16.82
Fiction
12.30
Compositions
13.22
Computer
20.75
Newspaper
21.05
Law
23.64
Short business news 23.28
Development set
9.29
Corpus

Abbrev.
ratio
0.37%
0.10%
0.14%
0.14%
0.20%
1.43%
0.91%
10.85%

Unknown
Perplexity
ratio
Words
Tags
1.78% 2318.02
22.56
2.44% 995.57
32.57
2.29% 1335.90
30.78
2.34% 854.11
22.89
2.10% 1284.89
22.08
2.74%
824.42
29.79
2.50% 859.33
27.88
–
–
–

First of all, an important attribute of a corpus is the length of its sentences. Texts having shorter sentences tend to have simpler grammatical
structure, while longer sentences are grammatically more complex. Further on, clinical texts have a vast amount of abbreviations, thus the ratio
of abbreviations is also relevant during the comparison.
Furthermore, the accuracy of a tagging system is strongly related to
the ratio of unknown words, thus these proportions were calculated for
the development set using the vocabulary of each training corpus (see Table 6). This ratio could function as a similarity metric, but entropy-based
measures work better [35] in such scenarios. We use perplexity, which is
calculated here as follows: trigram models of word and tag sequences are
trained on each corpus using Kneser-Ney smoothing, then all of them are
evaluated against the development set4 .
Measurements show that there is no such part of the Szeged Corpus
which has as much abbreviated terms as clinical texts have. Likewise,
sentences written by clinicians are significantly shorter than the ones in
any of the genres present in the Szeged Corpus. Neither the calculations
above, nor the ratio of unknown words suggest that we should use subcorpora for training. However, the perplexity scores contradict this: sentences from the law domain have the most phrases in common with clinical notes, while news texts have the most similar grammatical structures.
Therefore, all sub-corpora were involved in the evaluation, which was
carried out by employing all of the enhancements described in previous
sections. Results showed that training on news texts resulted in the highest accuracy. However, it was not able to outperform the usage of the
whole corpus.
4

The SRILM toolkit [36] was employed for the calculations.
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Table 7. Evaluation of the tagger using the subcorpora as training data – test set
Corpus
Morph. disambiguation accuracy
Szeged Corpus
93.73%
Fiction
92.01%
Compositions
91.97%
Computer
92.73%
Newspaper
93.29%
Law
92.17%
Short business news
92.69%

6

C ONCLUSIONS

In this study, resources and methodologies were introduced that enabled
us to investigate morphological tagging of clinical Hungarian. First, a
test corpus was created and was compared in detail with a general Hungarian corpus. This corpus also allowed for the evaluation of numerous
tagging approaches. These experiments were based on the PurePos tagger
tool and the HuMor morphological analyzer. Errors made by the baseline
morphological disambiguation chain were investigated, then several enhancements were carried out aiming at correcting the most common mistakes of the baseline algorithm. Amongst others, we extended the lexicon
of the morphological analyzer and introduced several methods to handle
the errors caused by abbreviations.
The baseline setup labeled every eighth token erroneously. Although
this tagging chain is commonly used for parsing general Hungarian, it
resulted in mistagged medical sentences in two thirds of the cases. In
contrast, our enhancements raised the ceiling of the tagging accuracy to
93.73% by eliminating almost half (47.36%) of the mistakes. Deeper investigation revealed that this error rate reduction was mainly due to the
usage of the extended lexicon, which significantly decreased the number
of the out-of-vocabulary tokens. While this research did not manage to
find decent training data for tagging clinical Hungarian, it showed that
neither part of the Szeged Corpus was able to outperform the whole as
a training corpus. Finally, results of tagging abbreviations suggest that
abbreviated terms should not be tagged directly. They should be resolved
first or should be labeled with a uniform tag.
The main limitation of this research is the corpus used. It contains a
few hundred sentences, which is only enough to reveal the main pitfalls of
the tagging method. Furthermore, most of the domain adaptation methods
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rely on target-specific corpora that have several thousands of sentences.
Taking these into consideration, further investigation should involve more
manually annotated data from the medical domain.
In sum, commonly used methodologies alone fail to tag Hungarian
clinical texts with a satisfactory accuracy. One of the main problems is
that such algorithms are not able to deal with the tagging of abbreviations.
However, our results suggests that the usage of an extended lexicon considerably increases the accuracy of an HMM tagger.
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